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absorption cross sections for thermal neutrons. The isotopes of
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Gd which are poor thermal neutron absorbers. Because of this

property, gadolinium is termed a burnable neutron poison. At

sufficient concentrations, gadolinia becomes a self-shielded absorber

in that the neutron absorption event occurs very near the absorbing

surface and the internal volume of the absorber sees little or no

thermal neutron flux. The study of self-shielded burnable absorbers is
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this area has concentrated on uniform mixtures of the gadolinium with

the uranium in the fuel pellets. The present work employs simplified

transport theory methods to calculate the depletion of gadolinia when

small dense spherical particles are included along with the traditional
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investigated.
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GADOLINIUM PARTICLE DEPLETION IN LIGHT WATER REACTOR FUEL RODS

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The odd mass number isotopes among the seven naturally occurring

isotopes of gadolinium are extremely efficient absorbers of thermal

neutrons. Since the remaining five even mass number isotopes are poor

neutron absorbers, gadolinium exhibits good burnable poison qualities.

The isotopes
155

Gd and
157

Gd absorb neutrons and transmute to the

poorly absorbing isotopes of
156

Gd and
158

Gd and thus are gradually

removed from further poisoning of the nuclear reaction. In addition,

the ceramic properties of the compound Gd203 (gadolinia) allow it to be

mixed directly with the UO2 (urania) fuel. The gadolinia then becomes

co-resident with the urania inside the fuel cladding where it does not

displace moderator volume and only slightly reduces fissile uranium

inventory.

The burnable poison properties of gadolinia have been widely

studied over a several year period as evidenced by commercial operation

of gadolinia bearing fuel as early as 1965 in boiling water reactor

(BWR) cores'. Subsequent development has resulted in the use of

gadolinia as a lumped absorber in advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGR)2.

In pressurized water reactor (PWR) applications, gadolinia has been

investigated both as a lumped absorber in the traditional locations of

the B40 shims3'4 and in more recent UO2-Gd203 fuel mixture

applications.
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The extremely high absorption cross sections of the two odd mass

number gadolinium isotopes cause natural gadolinia to be a highly

self-shielded thermal neutron absorber when sufficient quantities are

present. Mixing the gadolinia with the urania in nuclear fuel rods

results in a significant volume of otherwise productive fuel to be

temporarily hidden from the nuclear reaction. By absorbing neutrons

that otherwise would produce fission, the gadolinia poison serves as an

additional reactivity control mechanism. The controlled release of

productive volume as the odd gadolinium isotopes are depleted has been

shown to be highly useful in fuel cycle design by

improving uranium utilization

increasing batch average burnups by approximately 30%

controlling radial power peaking

improving negative moderator temperature coefficients

providing reactivity hold down at cold conditions

The above stated benefits are obtained with relatively few

negative side effects. The gadolinia does induce a small reactivity

penalty due to a residual poison effect which results when equilibrium

is reached between production and removal of the highly absorbing odd

isotopes. Additionally, the inclusion of the gadolinia causes the fuel

conductivity and melting point to be reduced in the poison rods.

Finally, if high gadolinia concentrations are used, a carryover between
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operating cycles can result in reduced economic performance. For these

reasons, careful design considerations must be followed when employing

gadolinia in nuclear fuel assemblies.

Since gadolinia is such a strong absorber of thermal neutrons,

traditional diffusion theory methods cannot be used to accurately model

its depletion. It has been shown that large flux gradients in both

space and energy are present near gadolinia surfaces
1,3

. Transport

theory methods are required to model the detailed neutron interactions

near the highly self-shielded gadolinia surfaces.

A typical approach in modeling fuel assemblies utilizing gadolinia

bearing fuel pins has been the application of integral transport theory

corrections to fine mesh diffusion theory calculations. Transport

theory methods provide the necessary flux-energy-volume weighted cross

sections which account for the burnout of the gadolinia. Reasonable

results have been obtained by employing transport corrections to the

PDQ07 model5'6'7'8 and in the Combustion Engineering DIT-ROCS system9.

Another approach has been to solve assembly depletion problems

using two dimensional integral transport theory. The MICBURN/CASMO and

MICBURN/CPM
10 methods utilize transmission probability and collision

probability techniques to deplete the fuel assembly. The MICBURN code

models the "onion peel" depletion of the poison pins by treating the

gadolinia as a psuedo-single isotope uniformly mixed in the poison pin.

The volume is divided into several small mesh intervals to obtain an

accurate solution. The CASMO and CPM codes perform fine group
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calculations for the remaining pins and collapse the results into two

groups for the course depletion steps. The CASMO code is similar to

the CPM code except that it is computationally faster.

Most of the previous effort in modeling gadolinia depletion has

been concerned with uniform mixtures of gadolinia, either as a lumped

absorber or as a urania-gadolinia mixture. Some interesting variations

on this theme are found in the literature. A study by Hove and Spetz6

has shown additional economic improvement potential by using gadolinia

"enriched" in the isotope of
157

Gd. They propose that smaller

concentrations of gadolinia made of 80-100% pure
157

Gd would provide

similar hold down as currently achieved with natural gadolinia. The

residual gadolinia penalty is reduced by approximately one sixth of

that obtained from natural gadolinia because the 155Gd to 157Gd

production mechanism is greatly reduced or removed. This penalty

reduction would save on the order of 0.06 w/o in 235U enrichment for

the assembly.

Another variation has been studied where the fuel pin was assumed

to have a duplex designg in which the poison pellets had a pure urania

region separate from a gadolinia-urania region. Pins with an exterior

annulus of pure urania and a centrally loaded mixture of

urania-gadolinia were shown to yield similar neutronic performance as

pins with a mixture throughout. Pins with an exterior annulus of

urania-gadolinia and an interior region of pure urania were deemed

unacceptable due to the rapid reactivity increase near the point of
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gadolinia burnout.

This study seeks to investigate the effects of including discrete

gadolinia spheres within the gadolinia-urania matrix. Simplified

transport theory methods are used to deplete both the uniformly mixed

background as well as the spherical particles of gadolinia. The

complexities of the problem are reduced by studying only the thermal

portion of the neutron spectrum and by developing a two dimensional

model. Since both the particles and the background mixture of

gadolinia are strongly self-shielding, a complex geometrical poison

configuration is present during the depletion.

The study of doubly heterogeneous systems is not unique in the

field of nuclear engineering. Lane, Nordheim, and Sampsonll developed

a model for determining the resonance integral for lumped absorber

materials in a diluent base. This model is based on a two-region flat

flux approach which determines neutron escape probabilities. An

explicit treatment of the Dancoff correction successfully incorporated

the interaction between the spherical particles in the diluent mixture.

Connolly and Lewis12 demonstrated the adequacy of this theory by

measuring resonance integrals for gold spheres of various sizes. Good

calculational to measurement agreement was obtained for particle volume

fractions up to 10%.

An extension of this technique was developed at Battelle Pacific

Northwest Labratories13. The GRANIT code model has been developed in

sufficient detail such that the two-region flat flux limitation has
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been removed. A large collision probability matrix is defined in order

to calculate the flux in each of the many space and energy divisions of

which the problem has been divided. This code has been used to study

the neutronic effects of Pu02 particles "doped" in mixed oxide fuel

pins.

Gibson, Hulsall, and Wash
14 have applied the United Kingdom's

WIMSE code to the problem of a BWR nuclear fuel assembly poisoned with

gadolinia particles. The WIMSE code divides the poison pin geometry

into three equal annuli containing equal numbers of particles. The

particles are also divided into three spherical shells. Collision

probabilities are calculated using integral transport theory and a 28

group matrix solution determines the neutron flux. A condensed eight

group assembly flux solution is then obtained by combining the

remaining non-poison regions with the poison cell results.

The above methods are extremely complicated and require

sophisticated solution techniques. The model presented in this study

limits its application to the problem where two gadolinia poison

configurations are depleted under the assumption that the gadolinia is

a totally black absorber to thermal neutrons. The Dancoff problem is

avoided by assuming that the uncovered particles only self-shield the

central uniform background density and not each other. Finally, the

model is designed to predict only the delta-reactivity effect due to

the particles and does not solve the complicated urania depletion

process.
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The effect of the inclusion of particles in the urania-gadolinia

mixture is seen by comparing two assemblies with identical masses of

gadolinia poison. In one assembly, the gadolinia is assumed to be

uniformly mixed with the urania in the poison pins. In the other, a

fraction of the gadolinia mass is assumed to be loaded in particulate

form, with the remainder uniformly mixed with the urania. The

gadolinia in each assembly is depleted with an identical thermal

neutron flux and with equal time steps. The difference in neutron

multiplication between the two cases results from the complex

interaction of the spherical and cylindrical self-shielded geometries

in the poison pins of the particle loaded bundle which is not present

in the other bundle. This complex interaction proceeds initially by

the gadolinia background shielding all internal volume from neutron

interaction. As the burnup increases, uncovered gadolinia particles

are present in the urania region outside of the central background

density. Eventually, the background mixture is depleted leaving some

remaining particles near the center of the pin.

The parametric analysis presented in this work shows the effects

of varying the gadolinia density within the particles, varying the

number of particles in the poison rods, and in varying the size of the

particles themselves. Particle radii are varied from 0 to 500 microns

with particle mass fractions from 0 to 90% of the initial gadolinia

mass. Two types of particles are studied, namely one in which the

gadolinia is at full natural density with no internal urania present
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within its surface, and the other in which the gadolinia density varies

linearly from center to surface. The latter particle is assumed to

also have a linearly varying internal urania density.

Chapters 2 through 5 present the equation development for the

modeling of each of the aforementioned gadolinia geometries assuming

non-transparent absorption in the particles. Chapter 7 presents

results from the parametric analyses performed for each type of

particle. Chapter 8 shows the equation development and reactivity

results when transparent particles are considered. Chapter 9 contains

conclusions and recommendations for future study.
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CHAPTER 2

DEPLETION MODEL FOR GADOLINIA MIXED UNIFORMLY IN THE FUEL

As mentioned in the introduction, modeling a uniform blending of

gadolinia and urania requires formal transport theory methods. It is

undertaken in this chapter to define burn rate equations that model the

depletion of the gadolinia in a fuel pin under the assumption of

uniform mixing. This chapter also describes some simplifying assump-

tions and equation derivations that serve as a basis for later work

when spherical particles are included in the mixture.

Assumptions

The depletion of gadolinia is predicted by using simplified

transport theory methods to calculate the removal rate of gadolinium

atoms from a poisoned fuel pin. A major reduction in complexity is

obtained by neglecting the fast component in the neutron flux. This

allows the treatment of the gadolinia as a perfect absorber of any

neutron incident on its surface. (Since the mean free path of thermal

neutrons in gadolinia is on the order of 10 microns, this "blackness"

assumption is justified.) In addition, the gadolinia surface is

treated as having a sharp boundary during the burn causing it to act as

a cylindrical core with a continually reducing radius within the

poisoned pin. The radius of the cylinder is found by keeping track of

the number of incident neutrons on the surface of the cylinder and
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removing exactly one atom of gadolinium per neutron. The following

list is a summary of the assumptions used to derive the burn rate

equations for predicting the radius of the gadolinia surface.

a. The thermal flux impinging on the clad of the poisoned rod is

symmetrically distributed in angle and results from a reactor

operating at steady state conditions.

b. The gadolinia absorbs all incident neutrons. This absorption

takes place at the very edge of the gadolinia surface. All

material within the cylindrical surface is shielded from the

thermal neutron flux.

c. The neutron flux is modeled in two dimensions only. No vertical

component or spectral effects in energy are included.

d. The fuel pin loaded with gadolinia is completely symmetric about

its center, as is the incident flux.

e. The depletion of the urania and subsequent inclusion of fission

product accounting is not included in this work. The number

density of fissile uranium atoms is assumed to remain constant

throughout the burn. The radial thermal flux depression in the

fuel pins due to neutron absorption in the UO2 is neglected as

well.
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f. Neutron loss occurs only through absorption in uranium and

gadolinium. All other loss mechanisms are neglected.

Definitions

The assumptions above lead to the following definitions regarding

the neutron flux.

0 = total scaler flux

(1)A
angular flux

0/2A

direction vector

v = velocity vector

v 11 where v is the neutron speed

Since the flux is assumed to be adequately modeled in two

dimensions, the direction vector fi is given by

5 = cos 0 j+ sin B + Ok (2.1)

where 0 is equally distributed from 0 to 20-. With these definitions in

place, the derivation of the other necessary results follows readily.

The current incident on the cylindrical gadolinia surface is found

as follows:

- 30-/2

J = (FA (6 de

ir/2
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Figure 2.1 describes the system geometry. Replacing the vector product

a
by the cosine of a the angle between and n, results in

J=

3ir/ 2

clA cos (a) de

it /2

Figure 2.1 Neutron Current Incident on Cylindrical Gadolinia Surface

Note that neutrons originating on the left hand side of the Y axis in

Figure 2.1 will intersect the surface of the gadolinia before reaching

the area element dA at the base of ;. Since the model assumes that

these neutrons are absorbed at the point of intersection regardless of

the angle of incidence, these neutrons are not able to reach the area

element dA. The definition of J is, therefore, the net inward current
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in the direction of the normal vector n.

x'

Figure 2.2 Net Inward Current

A geometric substitution based on Figure 2.2 is made keeping a right

handed coordinate system as shown.

The result is then

a = 0 - it

- 37r/2

Sin = IA cos (0 - it) de

1r/ 2



3r/2

Jin = IA cos u du

-r/2

whereu =B -it
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Since the flux depression in the UO2 outside the gadolinia surface is

neglected, and since the flux is isotropic, to is a constant and is

brought outside the integral sign. Finally the desired result is

obtained.

J
in

= 2 IA

Using the definition of 4.A, it is evident that

J
in

= 0/7t

(2.2)

(2.3)

With this information, the burn rate equation for the uniformly mixed

gadolinia surface can now be derived.

Burn Rate Equations

As mentioned earlier, this model removes one atom of gadolinium

per incident neutron on the surface of the gadolinia core. Although

natural gadolinium exists in several isotopes, the isotopes
155

Gd and

157
Gd are of interest in this work. The microscopic thermal neutron

absorption cross sections of these isotopes are 6.1 x 104 barns and
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2.55 x 105 barns respectively. The burn rate equation for predicting

the radius of the gadolinia surface is

p Cg g = -Jin 2 irrh (2.4)

where h is one unit height and Cg is the conversion factor from mass

density of the gadolinia to atom density of the strongly absorbing

isotopes. These two isotopes mentioned above are 30.5% abundant in

natural gadolinium. The natural density of Gd203 is 7.6 g/cc and the

molecular weight is 362.5 amu. Letting Nay be Avagadro's number, the

factor C
9

is found as follows:

Nav modecules 2 atoms
C9

362.5 modecule
(0.305)

0.61 Nav
C -
9 362.5

atoms

9 (2.5)

To find the average densities of Gd203 and UO2 in the rod, a physical

mixture is assumed to occur during fabrication such that two volumes of

normal density constituents are mixed. If the resulting mixture is to

have the prescribed weight percentages of UO2 and Gd203 the average

density of each material must be less than normal due to the volume

occupied by the other material. The total volume of the rod is

total
= Vu

u 2u3
+ Vun

2



The volumes of Gd203 and UO2 prior to mixing are

MrA
Vc = uu2v3
ud203

PGd203

V
UO2

m
UO2

PUO2
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where M is the mass of the constituent. After mixing, the weight

percentage of gadolinia is simply

W = 100
M

Gc12..,n3

Mtotal

and the weight percentage of the UO2 is

W

M

= 100 W = 100
UO2

UO2
Mtotal

The average density of gadolinia in the rod is

MrA
Vn 3

W M
totaluup = =

v
total

100 V
total



Further substitution yields

W M
total

P=
100

Gd203
m
UO2

PGd203 PUO2

P= 100 I W M
total +

(100 W) M
total ]

Mtotal
100 puu203 100 puo2

Cancellation in the denominator yields

P= 100 W

PGd203 PU02
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Now, letting g be the average density of the UO2 the same argument

yields the result

100 - W

g W 100 W

PGd203 UO2

By prescribing the gadolinia weight percentage, the above two equations

define the average densities of the Gd203 and the UO2 in the poisoned

rods.
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Returning the focus to the solution of the depletion rate

equation, the next step is to define the differential volume element.

Since the gadolinia will be depleted symmetrically, the differential

volume element is

dV = 27frch dr

Equation (2.4) then becomes

p C h
dr

= -J27r rc
dt in

27r rch

dr Jin

dt p Cg (2.6)

(Throughout the remainder of this text, the subscript in on Jin will

be dropped.). Equation 2.6 defines the burn rate of the surface of

gadolinia. The initial condition is that when t = o, rc = b where b is

the radius of the pin. This differential equation is easily solved by

separation of variables and direct integration.

dr
J dt
p Cg



(rc

rc

b)
Jt

p Cg

Jt

p Cg
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(2.7)

Equation (2.7) is used to define the boundary of the gadolinia surface

as a function of time in the rod with gadolinia present only in a

uniform homogeneous mixture. This equation also defines the time

required to entirely deplete the gadolinia in the rod.

Jt
max

0 b

p Cg

t
max

=
b p Cg

(2.8)

The next step is to define production and loss rates in the

gadolinia bearing fuel pin. Since the gadolinia surface obstructs

some of the neutron flux in the pin, the flux in the uncovered urania

region lacks components in certain angular directions. This shadowing

effect is discussed in detail in Chapter 3 as its definition is

required to solve for the depletion rate of exposed particles. Hence,

the derivation of production and loss rates for the fuel pin which

contains only the uniform mixture of gadolinia will be completed in the

latter portion of Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

RATE EQUATION DEVELOPMENT FOR RODS
WITH SOLID 100% NATURAL DENSITY PARTICLES

Chapter 2 dealt with the derivation of the burn rate equation for

the depletion of gadolinia present only in the form of a central

cylindrical core. The inclusion of particles along with the uniform

central gadolinia surface changes the nature of the rate equation

needed to predict the boundary of this central cylindrical core. It is

also necessary to determine rate equations for the depletion of the

particles themselves, since this defines both the particle size and

their length of existence during the burn.

Additional Assumptions

The presence of particles manifests changes in the neutronic

performance of the rod. This is due mainly to the effects of a reduced

density of the central gadolinia surface and shielding effects

resulting from the geometry of the system. Since this model seeks to

compare rods with and without spherical particles of gadolinia, the

total initial mass of gadolinia is kept identical in each rod.

Therefore, the inclusion of particles causes the density of the

uniform background mixture to be reduced by the mass that is

apportioned to the particles.
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The particle shielding effects are quite complicated and are

developed under the following simplifying assumptions:

a) Particles present inside the uniform central surface do not burn

until the boundary of the central surface burns past the particle

center.

b) The particles outside the boundary of the central core absorb

neutrons that would otherwise have been absorbed by the central

core. This results in reduced surface current incident on the

uniform central gadolinia core.

c) As the uniform surface burns past the particles, it is assumed

that part of the gadolinia in the particles burns away as if it

were part of the central uniform surface. This results in

attributing the differences in neutronic characteristics between

fuel pins with and without gadolinia particles to the gadolinia in

those particles that remains after the core has burned further

inward. The gadolinia density in the particles is therefore

reduced according to the value of the uniform core density as the

core burns by the particle.

d) The blackness of the central core shades particles from certain

angular components of the total flux, namely that portion
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originating "behind" the central core in relation to the

particles.

e) The shielding of neutron flux at a particle site by other

particles is a secondary effect and can be neglected.

The reduced density of the central core is a competing effect with

the shielding by the particles. The reduced density enables the

central surface to burn inward more quickly but the shielding effect of

the particles reduces the available current incident on the central

core. Additionally, the particles themselves are not bombarded by all

components of the total flux and they burn more slowly than they would

in the absence of the uniform central surface.

The following variable convention will be used throughout the

remainder of this work. The meaning of these variables will become

clear in the context of the derivations that follow.

Pa

Pu

Am

the average density of the gadolinia in the rod

the density of the uniformly mixed gadolinia in the

rod

density of gadolinia at the particle center
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urania densities with the same convention as the

above three items

radius of the gadolinia core in the rod without

particles

ra radius of the gadolinia core in the rod with

particles present along with the uniformly mixed

core

r' distance between the rod center and the center of

the particle. (r' is also used as a dummy

integration variable)

ru upper integration limit corresponding to the outer

radial limit for particles to exist

W weight percent loading of gadolinia

F fraction of initial gadolinia loaded in particles

MP number of particles per cm3 of pin volume at initial

loading

b radius of the pin



a initial radius of the particles
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radius of the particle after it has been uncovered

op (r', ra)

fraction of the initial particle radius that

represents the current size of a particle at

position r'

the flux incident on a particle at r' when the

central core has radius ra

co fraction of the initial particle radius at the

instant when the uniform core burns to zero radius.

This defines the initial size of the particles that

remain after the central core has burned away.

61 fraction of the reduced particle radius as

determined at the instant when the central core has

burned away. This defines the particle size for

times greater than the instant when the uniform

gadolinia surface has vanished.
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Gadolinia Mass Distribution

The rod that contains particles has a fraction F of its gadolinia

in those particles. If the initial size of the particles, the total

initial amount of gadolinia present, and the fraction F to be put in

particles is specified, the number of particles present in the rod can

be determined. Let M
Gd

represent the total initial mass of gadolinia.

F MGd
4 ira3

Pm
3

where N is the total number of particles. Dividing each side by the

rod volume yields the following:

3 F pa
F pa - Np

4 7ra3 Pm (3.1)

As mentioned in assumption c, most of the particle mass is

considered to be lumped on top of the uniform core. The actual center

density of the particle is 7.6 g/cc, the natural density of gadolinia.

Figure 3.1 shows the relative mass apportionment of gadolinia

surrounding a particle.
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Figure 3.1 Gadolinia Density Function for Solid Particles

If the mass above the uniform density is given credit for the affects

of the particles and the rest is assumed to be part of the central

core, then the volumetric analysis can be simplified. With this

assumption, the mid-particle density for calculating particle effects

is reduced as follows

pm = 7.6 - pu

The uniform mixture density is simply reduced by the factor (1-F)

to account for the mass that is now in the particles.

(1 F)M
gd

= mass of gadolinia in the uniform mixture
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Again, dividing by the rod volume,

(1 F) pa = Pu (3.2)

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) define the amounts of gadolinia to be

put in the particles and in the central core. The number of particles

present at initial loading is then a function of the size of the

particles and of the total mass available according to the prescribed

weight percentage loading of gadolinia, and F, the fraction of the

gadolinia to be made into particles. Note that these particles are not

assumed to contain any UO2 and therefore do not self shield internal

fissile material.

Particle Burn Rate Equations

Throughout the development of this model, the use of neutron cross

sections to describe reaction rates has not been necessary since the

incident current has been known. However, the current incident on the

surface of the particles is not convenient to define since the flux is

modeled in only two dimensions. Even in a three-dimensional model,

this would be tedious due to the presence of the long cylinder of

gadolinia that shields particles from neutrons. Instead, the particle

blackness assumption is utilized along with an appropriately reduced

total flux to predict the burn rate of the particles.
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It is customary to define reaction rates as

R - Ex 0 V

to obtain the frequency of interactions of type X. Another way to

define the reaction rate is

R=1)011

where A is the target area, 0 is the neutron flux in n/cm2-s in the

vicinity of the target, and p is the probability of the reaction

occurring in the target area. The target area of a sphere is

independent of direction and is simply the cross sectional area of the

sphere. Therefore, the rate of absorption events in a spherical

particle of radius n is

R = pa 0nn2

The black absorber assumption is incorporated by setting pa to unity.

This treatment leads to a slight overestimate of the particle

absorption rate since some of the neutrons travel a path such that the

subtended chord length is small and the transmissivity could be quite

high. The chapter on the Particle Transparency Model attempts to deal

with this excessive absorption in the particles.
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With the above result, the removal rate of gadolinium atoms

relates to the reduction of particle size by

dV
Cg pm di = -op (r', ra) irn2 (3.3)

where the minus sign indicates removal and op (r',ra) is the flux in

the vicinity of the particle. The dependence of the flux on particle

position and on the radius of the central core is due to the shielding

effect of the central cylinder of gadolinia, and will be explained

shortly. Substituting the correct differential volume yields

or simply

dn
C9 pm 4 irn2

at
-o

P
(r'

,
r a ) 1n2

4 Cg
pm dt

da
= -0

P
(r',(r' ra) wn2 (3.4)

The initial condition for this ordinary differential equation is

that when r = 0, no - a, where r is the time that the particle has

been "uncovered" (exposed to the neutron flux) and does not include the

previous period of time when the central core had not yet burned past

the particle. The solution to Equation (3.4) is found by separation of

variables and direct integration.
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4 C9 pm f do = - f Op (r', ra) dt

a o

4 Cg pm (a - n) = f op (r', ra) dt

o
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(3.5)

A non-dimensional representation for the particle radius is accom-

plished by letting

n = ea (3.6)

Hence, Equation (3.4) becomes

T

4 Cg pma (1 - e) = f Op (r', ra) dt

o (3.7)

The integral in Equation (3.7) is not in solvable form at present.

The time dependence of the flux incident on the particle is related to

the time dependence of the reduction in the radius of the uniform

central gadolinia core, which is in turn dependent on the number and

sizes of particles existing externally to this central gadolinia core.

In order to make any headway, an approximation of the time that a

particle at position r' has been exposed must be made based on an
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estimate of the central core burn rate. To gain an exact solution, one

would have to iterate through the burn, finding the current reduction

onto the central core by particle shielding, then find the amount of

time the particles have been uncovered, and then redetermine their size

by Equation (3.7). This would be a costly time consuming solution

technique.

Instead, a prediction of particle exposure time is made by

assuming that the central core in the particle rod depletes at

approximately the same rate as in the rod containing no particles.

Equation (2.7) is rearranged to yield

t = (b r) Pa C9

J

A particle whose center is located at r' from the center of the fuel

pin will start to burn when ra = r', or

(b r') Pa C9
tstart

J
(3.8)

If the radius of the uniform central core is at ra then the total

elapsed time in the burn would be approximately

Pa C9
t - (b ra)

J
(3.9)
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The time that a particle has been exposed is simply the difference

between these two results.

Pa

J

Cg [

r = b - ra - (b r')1

Hence, a reasonable estimate of the particle burn time is

where

7 = 0 (r' ra) (3.10)

Pa Cg
0 -

J (3.11)

Next, the flux present in the vicinity of a particle is consider-

ed. The shielding by the central core is treated by the line-of-sight

geometry in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Shadow Affect of the Central Core on Particle Flux
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Notice that as the core burns inward, exposed particles "see" a greater

portion of the total flux than when the core boundary is close to the

particle. This results in an accelerated burn rate of the particles

with exposure. From Figure 3.2, the angle * is found by

ra

>$ = 2 sin -1 ( --)

r'

The function O(r',ra) is the fraction of 2n not taken up by the angle

t. Geometrical considerations lead to

2irU(r', ra) +' = 2n

0(r',ra) = 1

With the result from Equation (3.12), the function O(r',ra) becomes

0 (r', ra) = 1 Sin-1 (ra/r') (3.13)

The flux at a given position r' is therefore the total flux reduced by

the fraction 12(rf,ra) to account for the missing angular components.

The behavior of this function is exactly what is expected. As ra

approaches zero, there is very little shielding by the central core.

When ra is close to the particle, nearly half the total flux is shaded
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from the particle. The above argument yields

Op (r',ra) = 0il(r1,ra) (3.14)

0p (r', ra) [ 1 - I Sin -1 (ra/r') (3.15)

Using the result in Equation (3.15), the integral in Equation

(3.7) becomes solvable.

7

0

0

ra

1 - ! Sin-1 ( ]1 dt = 4 C
g

p
m

a (1 - E)

r'

(3.16)

At this point, the explicit time dependence for the value of the

central care radius is included. Equation (3.10) is rearranged

algebraically as follows:

= D [1 ra
r' r'

ra
Dr'

r' Dr' (3.17)

The above result is the last obstacle to solving Equation (3.16).

The solution of the integral proceeds as follows
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7 D(r'-ra) D(r'-ra)

op (r', ra) dt = 0 dt ! sin-1

J
w

( Dr' - t ]
dt

Dr'

0 0 0

If the substitution is made

it is observed that

U =
Dr' t

Dr'

dt = -Or'du

The integration limits vary as follows:

when 7 = 0 u = I

when I' = D(r'- ra) u = ra/r'

The integration then reduces to

D(r'-ra)

r'
Op (r', ra) dt = Dm (r'-ra) +

D o

ra/r'

sin-1 u du
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Integral number 441 from the CRC Math Handbook16 lists the solution

for the inverse sine function integral. Using this information, the

integral from Equation (3.7) is solved and it is now possible to

predict the particle radius as a function of position from the center

of the fuel pin.

4 Cg pm a (1 e) =D0

- = Do

4Cgpma

r'-ra + ,Tr( u sin-1 u + 777]

r r'
r' r'2 -

rat

2
r, + sin-1 (

r
+

71.

r'2

ra/r'

1

(3.18)

The equation above is simplified by recalling the definition of D from

Equation (3.11) and letting

H - Cg Pa

Using Equation (2.3) for J,

H =

0

4 Cg pm a

IrPa 0

4 capm a
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11 Pa

4 pm a (3.19)

E = 1 HP (r', ra) (3.20)

where

P (r', ra) =
rL
2

1

r
a x

+ r
a

sin-1
ra

[
FT

] + Ilr'2

1 (3.21)

When Equation (3.20) is coupled with Equation (3.6), the radius of

an exposed particle is a known function of the particle position and

the central core radius. As is suggested by Equation (3.20), a radial

limit exists outside which the particles do not exist. The particles

that were previously present beyond this limit have burned completely

away (i.e. when e = 0, the particle has vanished).

Figure 3.3 shows the geometry during the middle of the burn of a

fuel rod containing particles. Notice that the particles inside the

core of the uniform mixture are at their initial radius and have not

accumulated any neutron exposure. Those existing outside this radius

grow progressively smaller toward the outside of the fuel pin and

eventually vanish. There are three regions of interest at this point

in the burn. Region I is exposed fuel in which all the gadolinia has

been depleted. Region II has exposed UO2 and exposed particles of
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various sizes. Region III is a mixture of unexposed UO2 and gadolinia

particles, nested within the boundary the uniformly mixed gadolinia

core.

Figure 3.3 Particle Size Distribution Midway Through the Depletion

Incident Current Reduction Due to Shielding by the Particles

Symmetry considerations simplify the determination of the current

reduction onto the central core due to shielding by uncovered particles

existing outside of the central core. The area bounded in bold ink in

Figure 3.3 contains exactly one half of the particles that contribute

to the current reduction effect at point M. Since the reduction will

be the same at all points on the gadolinia surface, the effect is

integrated about the circumference to obtain the total magnitude of the

current reduction. This result is then used to correct the unshielded

inward current given by Equation (2.3).

With particles present in the rod, the burn rate equation for the



central core is then

dra
Cgpu 2w r

a dt
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2wra j(ra) (3.22)

where pu is the density of the uniform central core and j(ra) is the

incoming current corrected for particle shielding effects.

The first step in determining this current reduction is finding

the outer radial limit ru for which particles can exist. The limit is

found from Equation (3.20) when

This condition is met when

- HP(ru, ra) = 0

HP(ru, ra) = 1 (3.23)

Equation (3.22) is solved by a root finding technique since the

complicated nature of Equation (3.21) prohibits a direct algebraic

solution.

Particles existing outside the central core act as "sinks" to

thermal neutrons that might otherwise be absorbed in the central core.

The extent that the removal of neutrons due to absorption in the

particles is "felt" at the central cylindrical surface must be

determined. Figure 3.4 shows a more detailed picture of the problem.
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The parameter x represents the distance from a particle to the point of

interest and 9' represents the range of angles from which particles

can reduce the current at the point of interest. The limiting distance

and angle that a particle can reside from the point of interest occurs

when 9' is 90° and the particle is located at r' = ru. Since the

exact geometrical location of the particles cannot be determined

beforehand, an integrated average effect over the contributing area is

determined by sweeping a particle throughout the area. The current

reduction at the point of interest is calculated at each location in

the contributing area due to the integration. The total effect is

approximated by multiplying this single particle integrated average

effect by the number of particles present in the contributing area.

Area of

Covvir;124-1-lon

Figure 3.4 Area of Integration for Determining the Shielding Affect of
the Particles
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Suppose for a moment that the particle at r' is a source emitting

Sn neutrons per second radially and isotropically in the plane. The

flux at the point of interest, assuming no attenuation in the material,

is

os

Sn

2,rxh

where h is one unit height of the core. Since these neutrons are

emitted from a point source, pis is simply the angular flux from the

source Sn measured at the central core surface. The current into the

central core is then

Js = os (I 11)

where if is an unit normal vector pointing into the central core and ;

is an unit vector along the line segment joining the particle center

and the point of interest. The dot product reduces to

or

Js = os cos 9

( cos 8
Js = Sn

2irx J
(3.24)
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This argument shows that geometric considerations reduce the strength

of the source for calculating the current that the source produces at

the surface of the central cylindrical core of gadolinia. In a similar

fashion, the sink strength represented by the absorbing ability of the

particles must also be reduced. This is affirmed by considering that

neutrons initially traveling in directions that would not intersect the

central core and therefore could not contribute to the inward current,

could still be absorbed in the particles.

The maximum absorbing ability, or sink strength, of a particle

is

A = 0an2 (2.25)

The integrated average absorbing ability of the particles is then

A
ave

Iown2 dV

v

fdV

v (3.26)

where the volume of integration is enclosed by the indicated area of

contribution and one unit height in Figure 3.4. Applying the reduction

factor bracketed in Equation (3.24) before completing the integration

in Equation (3.26) yields the estimate of the average number of

neutrons absorbed that otherwise would be absorbed by the central core.

The result of this integration is then the volume averaged current

reduction due to the particles in the contributing region. If there
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are a total of N particles in that region, the current that reaches the
central core is simply

j(ra) = J -
vN

0wn2 I cos 8'
dV

2irxh

where the integral is doubled to reflect the symmetry in Figure 3.4.
Since the number of particles divided by the volume is the particle
number density in the region, this reduces to

j(ra) = J

A

irn
2 Cos

xh

8'
h dA

Note that the number density of the particles does not change inside
the outer radial limit since this is determined at the initial loading.

Substituting the correct differential area element yields

w/2 ..xmax

11.12 cos 0'j(ra) = J qPIA xdxdr

0 0 (3.27)

where x
max is dependent on the angle 0'.

At this point, the frame of reference is centered at the edge of
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the uniform central core. A geometrical transformation is made such

that the frame of reference is centered at the middle of the fuel pin.

From Figure 3.3, the limits correspond as follows,

8 - 0 when 0' - 0

r' = ra when x = 0

0 = cos
-1

(ra/r') when 0' - w/2

r' = ru when x = x
max

The law of cosines is used to obtain

x2 = rat + r'2 2 ra r' cos 8 (3.28)

To relate the remaining cosine term, notice that the distance y in

Figure 3.4 is

Also notice that

Hence

y = xcos 0'

y + ra = r'cos B

xcos 0' = r' cos 0 - ra (3.29)
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With these results, the integral is transformed as shown below. The

integration limits as specified above are verified in Appendix A by

showing that the correct area is obtained by integrating over the

differential area using these limits.

j(ra) = J

rru

NO
If

ra

or applying Equation (2.3),

j(ra) = J 1 -7rN
P

cos-1 (ra/r')

2

cos 8 ra/r' 1
wn r' dOdr'

x2/r1

0

ru cos -1 (ra/r')

(case ra/r')

j n2 dOdr'

(x/r')2

ra a

Now, the result in Equation (3.28) is used to obtain

( X 1

2

(r,
ra ]2 ra

Fi r'
+ 1 2 ---7 cos 0

r

(3.30)

(3.31)

To momentarily simplify the equations, the quantity d is defined as

d = ra/r'



Equation (3.30) then becomes

j(ra) = J 1 rN
P

ru cos -ld

n2

ra 0

cos 0 d

d2 + 1 2d cos B

At this point the quantity I(d) is defined to be

cos-ld

cos0 d
I(d) = I de

d2 + 1 - 2d cosO

0

dedri
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The details of this integration are carried out in Appendix B. The

result, though tedious to find, is actually rather simple.

I(d) = sin-1 d

Replacing this in the initial integration,

J (ra) = J 1 7rN

ra

n2 ri
ra

sin 1 [ ra
1

dr'

r'

where d has been replaced by its originally defined ratio of ra/r'.
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At this point, the integral is almost reduced to a solvable form. The

remaining difficulty, however, is that the n2 term is dependent an r'.

Using equations (3.6) and (3.20) the above result becomes

j(ra) =

ru

1 wNp a2 ( 1 HP (r', ra))2 sin-1 (

ar ] dr'

J

ra r

ra

Using the result of Equation (3.1),

or

wa2 3F pa
wN

P
a2

4w a3 pm

ffN a2 = 3FH

(3.33)

by substitution of the parameter H as defined in Equation (3.19). With

these substitutions, the current impinging on the central core in the

rod containing particles is given by

j(ra) = J 1 FG(H, ra) 1

(3.34)
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ru

2 r'

F
ra3H

G(H,ra) = (1 HP (r', ra))
a

sin 177 ] dr'

ra

(3.35)

Due to its complexity, Equation (3.35) is solved by numerical

integration in the computer model.

At this point, the current impinging on the central cylindrical

surface in the rod that contains spherical particles is known. It is

interesting to compare the depletion equation for the fuel pin that

contains both particles and a uniform central cylinder to the depletion

equation for the pin containing only a uniform core of gadolinia. The

burn rate equation for the fuel pin without particles is given by

Equation (2.6).

drc

dt

-J

pCg

Substituting the result from Equation (3.2) yields

drc
-J

Pu
(1 F)

dt

From equations (3.23) and (3.34), the burn rate equation for the fuel

pin with particles is



dra

dt
-J

[1 FG(H, ra)]
Pu Cg
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(3.36)

Fuel pins containing equal masses of gadolinia with one containing

particles along with the uniform blending and the other containing only

the uniform blending will vary in burn characteristics due to the

function G(H,ra). The solution of Equation (3.36) is performed with a

fourth order Runge-Kutta method in the computer model.

Production and Loss Events in Poisoned Rods

The determination of production and loss rates for both types of

gadolinia bearing fuel pins is required in order to predict the

relative reactivities of the pins. As outlined in the assumptions, the

loss of neutrons is considered to occur only in the UO2 and the Gd203.

Some of the loss events in the UO2 lead to fission which accounts for

all production events. These simplifications lead to approximations of

the magnitude of the reactivity effect of the gadolinia poison.

The loss events are dealt with first. Let L
P

be the total neutron

loss rate in the rod with particles and Lu be the loss rate for a rod

without particles. For the rod without particles, loss occurs in the

urania that has been "uncovered" by the inward burn of the central
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gadolinia core and on the surface of the gadolinia core itself. Since

the current impinging on the gadolinia core is known, the loss in

gadolinium is simply

Lgd = J brre

The loss in the urania is more difficult to describe, since the

gadolinia core shades the exposed fuel from the neutron flux

originating on the opposite side of the cell. This "shading" of the

total flux has already been described relative to the central core

radius by Equation (3.14). The total number of absorptions in the

uranium is then

b

L
UO2

= J Ea Cr') dV

rc

b

L
UO2 0; J O(W', ra) 2ffr'dr'

re

where a unit height in the differential volume element has been

included. The following definition is utilized for algebraic

simplification.

b

lo(b, r) = 1 2 O(r', ra) r'dr'

r
(3.37)
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where r is the radius of the central core of gadolinia in the rod of

interest. The details of the integration in Equation (3.37) are

carried out in Appendix C. Using Equation (3.37),

L
UO2

= Ito; IQ (b, rc)

Combining this with the loss in the gadolinia,

Lu - 2lrrcJ + AetEaIo (b, rc)

Using Equation (2.3),

Lu = iro [2 rc /ir + ;10 (b/rc)] (3.38)

The production of neutrons in the rod without particles is

obtained by simply replacing Ea with vEf in the equation for the loss

rate in the UO2. Thus

Pu = rop200(b, rc) (3.39)

At this point, the production and loss rates in the fuel pin are

normalized according to the factor Ro in Equation (3.40) below.
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Ro = nob2 (3.40)

Dividing equations (3.38) and (3.39) by Ro, the normalized production

and loss rates for a rod without particles is obtained.

P
u
norm

vif
.:

b2

In (b, rc)

If 2rc

L
u

= Io (b, rc) +
norm b2 11)2

The above results are then applied in the bundle reactivity model to

obtain an approximate value for the multiplication factor km in a

bundle containing pins with this type of burnable poison configuration.

A similar analysis is now focused on the fuel pin containing

gadolinia particles. The number of neutron absorptions in the exposed

UO2 is calculated in exactly the same way as in the equations above for

the pin without particles. It is assumed that the shielding effects of

the particles on the absorptions in the UO2 volume outside the central

gadolinia core are negligible. Furthermore, the effect of the particle

volume on the UO2 density is also neglected by using smeared UO2

density cross sections to calculate reaction rates in this exposed
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volume. The absorption in the particles is a much more important

effect since this is a highly probable yet non-productive neutron

removal mechanism within the uncovered UO2 region in the poisoned rod.

The production rate is defined using the methods introduced for

the rod without particles. Let Pp indicate this production rate.

Pp = wovEf In (b, ra) (3.41)

The loss rate in the UO2 is simply

L

1102
we Ea 1II (b, ra)

The loss rate in the gadolinium is much more complicated since

both the uncovered particles and the central core absorb neutrons. The

necessary expressions for calculating j(ra), the current incident on

the central core, and the expressions for calculating particle sizes

have been defined. Determination of the loss rate proceeds by

utilizing this information.

L
gd

= L
particles

+ L
core

L
core

= ?Kra j(ra)

= 2ffra J [1 FG(H,ra)]
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To find the loss of neutrons in the particles, the volume averaged

absorption rate in the particles is found and multiplied by the number

of exposed particles in the contributing region. Recall that the

particles exist in diminishing sizes as their radial position increases

in distance from the central core surface.

ru

Jnn2 op (r', ra) 2 ,rr' dr'

A
ave

-
ra

r'

I2w r'dr'

ra

Using Equation (3.14),

no -

A
ave

= J

r"

V
n2 0 (r', ra) 2nr'dr'

ra

The total absorption in the particles is then

ru

A
total

= 2no
N

na-
9
J (2 U (r',ra) 2/r'dr'

V

ra
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where Equation (3.6) has been used for n. This result is coupled with

the loss in the central gadolinia core to obtain the total loss rate in

the gadolinia.

ru

L
gd

= 2nra (0 /i) [1-FG(H, ra)] + broN
P

a2 i 620 (r',ra) r'dr'

ra

Applying Equation (3.32) and including the loss in the urania, the loss

rate for the particle rod is

L = 7E0
P

2ra

[1-FG(H, ra)] + T fr1:2 Cl(r', ra) r'dr' + EaIQ (b, ra)

ra

(3.42)

Again, the above integral is complicated since c is a function of

position. The solution of this integral is performed numerically.

At this point, the production and loss rates for the particle rod

are normalized according to Equation (3.40).

P
= I0 (b, ra)

Pnorm
b2

vEf
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2ra

=
1

Eaio(b ra) [ 1- FG(H, ra)] +
Pnorm b2

ru

6FH
E2 ra) r'dr'

ra

The results above are used in the bundle reactivity model to predict

the value of the multiplication factor k for a bundle that has poison

pins which contain gadolinia particles. The difference in the

multiplication factors for each bundle type with equal burn durations

and equal initial masses of gadolinia results from the presence of the

particles.

The remaining task is to calculate the depletion characteristics

of the particles that remain after the central core has burned away in

the particle rod.

Particle Depletion After the Central Core has Burned Away

At the instant when the central core vanishes, there are two

regions of interest in the particle rod. Near the outside radius of

the fuel pin, exposed UO2 exists in the absence of particles. Near the

center, both exposed UO2 and exposed particles exist. The particles in

this region decrease in size from nearly full initial radius at the

center to zero radius at some distance from the center. The outer

limit for particle existence will collapse inward as the burn

progresses since the smaller particles will burn out more quickly.
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Since both the thermal "flux" depression within the UO2 and the

particle to particle shielding are neglected, the total flux is

assumed to be present equally everywhere in the poison rod except

inside the particles.

The maximum amount of time required to complete the burn is

dependent on the largest particle remaining in the rod. If a particle

exists at the pin center, it is still at full radius when the central

core vanishes and it will require more time to deplete than any other

particle. Equation (3.4) defines the burn rate of a particle immersed

in a fraction of the total flux. The same equation applies for this

case except that 0p(rVra) is replaced with the total flux 0. The

limits of integration are applied as shown.

do
4C gpm a = -0

4 Cg pm
J

o

0
do =-= J dt

0 T
max

Hence, the maximum time to complete the burn is

4 Cg pm a
7
max 0 (3.43)

It is also necessary to know the size of the other remaining

particles. This is found as a function of position by applying

Equation (3.20). If ra is set to zero, the value of co as a function
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of position r' is obtained, where co represents the fraction of initial

particle radius at the instant the central core vanishes.

From Equation (3.21)

co(r') = 1 - HP(r', 0)

p(r', 0) r'
(it

4- 2)
27

Using the definition of H from Equation (3.19), the value of co is

pa r' (7 + 2)

o
(r') = 1

8 pm a (3.44)

Using the result above, the particle radius as a function of position

is given by

no(r') = co(r') a (3.45)

where no represents the particle radius at the instant the core

vanishes. It is also possible to find the outer limit for particles to

exist when the core has just vanished. Let ruo be this limit.



From equation 3.43,

1
8 pma

(it + 2) Pa ruo

uo

8pm a

(at + 2) pa

2 0 r
max

ruo uo (71. + 2) pa Cg

0
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(3.46)

Since the initial particle sizes are now defined, the time reference is

changed such that T = 0 corresponds to the point in the burn when the

central core has just burned away. For times r greater than zero,

Equation (3.45) is applied to define the size of the particles.

4 Cg pm dn = odt

7

4 Cg pm f dn' = I dt

no

Note that the particle radius n is smaller than no. For convenience,
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the minus sign is removed by interchanging the integration limits.

4 Cg pm (no n) =0T

The problem is non-dimensionalized by defining

n = ci n0 = el co a

With this result,

4 Cg pm a co (1 El) = or

T 0

1 61
-

co 4 Cg pm a I

Notice that the bracketed term on the left is the inverse of Tmax as

given in Equation (3.43). Hence,

T

El (r', 7) = 1 - (3.47)
Tmax co (r')

The particle radius as a function of time and position is now known.

The only remaining needed piece of information is the time dependent

position of the outer radial limit for particles to exist. This limit
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is reached when El (ru, 7) = 0. From Equation (3.47), this condition

requires

T

fo (ru)
Tmax

Using Equation (3.45),

+ 2) pa
1 ru

8 pm a
Tmax

Notice that the bracketed term on the right is the inverse of ruo as

defined in Equation (3.46). Hence,

1

ru

ruo Tmax

T

ru (7) = ruo 1

Tmax (3.48)

All of the information required to define the state of existence of the

particles after the central core is gone now exists. The final task is

to redefine the production and loss rates.
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Production and Loss in the Particle Rod when the Central Core is Gone

The loss of neutrons can now occur only in UO2 and Gd203

particles. For loss in the urania,

b

L
UO2

= J 20 2wr'dr'

0

This is a simple integral to solve since all parameters are constants

except r'. Hence,

LU02 - Ea wo2 b

The loss in the particles is found by using the same method used for

the case when the central core is present.

rru

Np wn2 0 dv
Lparticles i

0

Recall that the particle radius is given by

n = c1(r', r) co(r') a

Hence, the loss in the particles is simply

ru

Lparticles
2 wNpa 2

Ito J [ co (r') El (r', 7)]2 r'dr'

0



Using Equation (3.32),

r.
6FH r

L

,

Lpariticles I
eo (r') el (r', T)]2 r'dr'

It So

Combining the two loss mechanisms,

L
P

= ir0b2
[ Ea

+
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ru
6FH f ,

60 (r') el (r', 7))2 r'dr' 1

wb
o L

o (3.49)

Neutron production in the UO2 is simply

Pp = 1/2f w0b2 (3.50)

The normalized production and loss rates for the particle rod

after the core has vanished are obtained by dividing Equations (3.49)

and (3.50) by Ro from Equation (3.40).

Pp = I/2f

norm

ru

L, = 2a +
6FH .1

[60(r') El (r', r)]2 r'dr'
vnorm 71)2 o
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The above results are used in the reactivity model to predict the

value of the multiplication factor of a bundle when the central core of

gadolinia is gone but the particles are still present.

The equations derived in this chapter have been incorporated into

the Fortran program GADBURN, presented in Appendix D. The results and

implications of this modelling are discussed in Chapter 7. A similar

set of equations for the ramp density particle mass distribution are

developed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

RATE EQUATION DEVELOPMENT FOR PARTICLES WITH A RAMP DENSITY FUNCTION

In Chapter 3, the equations were developed that define the removal

rate of the gadolinia and the effects of the gadolinia on the burn when

solid natural density particles are present. In this chapter,

particles are considered in which the density of gadolinia in the

spherical particles is not initially uniform throughout the volume of

the particle. It is assumed that the sintering process during fuel

fabrication induces molecular migration of gadolinia and urania. The

molecular movement is modeled by allowing gadolinia to migrate out of

the particles and urania to migrate into the particles. The resulting

density of gadolinia in the particles is assumed to be a radially

varying linear function with the center density at its nominal level

and the edge density equal to the background density of gadolinia.

Conversely, the UO2 density is zero in the center and equal to the

background density of the urania at the surface of the particle to take

the place of the lost volume of gadolinia.

Fortunately, much of the analysis in Chapter 3 applies here as

well, but significant modifications do result from the changing

gadolinia density from the particle center to the particle surface.

The uniform background density of UO2 is lowered slightly due to the

mass which has migrated into the particles and now the gadolinia in the

particles self shields productive volume in the same fashion as the
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gadolinia central core. Since the total mass of gadolinia in the ramp

density particles is less than solid natural density particles of the

same size, the gadolinia in ramp density particles will deplete more

quickly. Additionally, if both the uniform background density and the

total mass of gadolinia are maintained at the level used in Chapter 3,

specifying particles of the same size will result in a higher particle

number density to be present in the fuel pin. The following sections

present these modifications to the model.

Gd203 and UO2 Mass Distribution

The particle number density for solid particles was given by

Equation (3.1). With a radial density gradient, the mass of gadolinia

contained in a particle is slightly more complicated to find. Since

the total mass to be formed into particles is prescribed, the number

density must increase to reflect less mass due to the density function.

The density function pp (n) is depicted in Figure 4.1 below.

0 partial¢ radius Cl-

Figure 4.1 Gadolinia Density Function for Ramp Density Particles
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It has been arbitrarily decided to keep pm, the particle middle

density, at the normal density of gadolinia. The surface density has

been set to the value of the uniform central core density, since at

this point the particle is no longer distinguishable from the

background. For simplicity, a linear function in radius was chosen.

The value of the slope is determined by the particle radius and has

units of gms/cm4.

m
Pu Pm

a (4.1)

Applying these assumptions yields the density function

pp(n) = S (a-n) (4.2)

where

S = -m (4.3)

Notice that the density function given by equations (4.2) and

(4.3) only accounts for the gadolinia mass that is in excess of the

background. In the same manner presented in Chapter 3, a portion of

the particle mass is assumed to deplete as if it were part of the

uniform central core. Hence, the density function behaves in the

manner desired, having an effective center density of pm pu and zero

density at the particle surface.

The effective mass of gadolinia in a particle is found by



integrating over the particle volume.

a

Mp = f S (a-n) 4An2dn
o

The above integral evaluates to

-
r Sa4

3
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(4.4)

The particle number density is found in the same manner as in Chapter

3.

NM
P

= F M
Gd

Each side is divided by the fuel pin volume and Equation (4.4) is used

to obtain the result below.

N 3 FPa
P

w Sa4 (4.5)

The UO2 contained in particles is assumed to also have a linear

density gradient. This is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Urania Density Within a Ramp Density Particle

The density gradient for the UO2 is simply

q = (gu gm)/a (4.6)

and the UO2 density function in the particles is

gp (n) = gm + qn (4.7)

The above two results define the amount of UO2 present inside the

particles. Let this mass be represented by MP
UO2'

a

Mn
rUO2 =

(gu gm)
[gm + n 1 4 itn2dn

(4.8)



This integral evaluates quite easily, yielding

MD
rUO2 = Rd (3m + gu]
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(4.9)

Since it is assumed that the UO2 does not dissolve in the Gd203 and

since the Gd203 has full nominal density in the particle center, the

actual value of gm is zero as depicted in Figure 4.2. Equation (4.9)

is somewhat simpler with this assumption, but in the interest of

generality, the variable gm will be carried along in subsequent

derivations.

At this point the equations for the masses of the constituents in

the particles have been defined. The density of the uniform regions of

gadolinia and urania are affected by these results. Since the mass

fraction of gadolinia to be put in particles determines the mass

available for the central core, Equation (3.2) still applies. The

average density is found by the mixing equations in Chapter 2.

Pu (1 F) Pa

The density reduction of the uniformly mixed UO2 is more

complicated. The particle radius, particle number density, and the

value of gu itself determines the mass of UO2 in the particles. In

order to find the quantity gu, further algebraic manipulation must be

done. The mass balance
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Mun
2total

N Mn + Mbackground
1102

must hold, where N is again the total number of particles present. The

uniform density is found by

gu
V - N 4 ira3

m
background

3

The volume occupied by the particles is not included in calculating the

uniform background UO2 density.

M NM

9u =

un
"u2total PU02

V- N 1 ffa3
3

Dividing top and bottom by the rod volume and replacing
MPU02 by

Equation (4.9),

gu

ga Np ira3 [ g3ITI + gu]

I 4 za3 Np

3

Now, solving the above equation for gu yields



9u [1 _ 3 Np al = ga 3 Np a3 gm

From Equation 4.5

71 N
P

a3 - FPa
i

Pm Pu

Finally, the result below is obtained.

gu

ga

F Pa gm

(Pm Pu)

1

(Pm Pu)

F Pa
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(4.10)

At this point, the urania background density is presented as a

function of the average urania density in the rod and of the various

gadolinia densities, all of which are known. These equations

delineating the mass apportionment of the UO2 and the Gd203 in the

poisoned rod cause subtle changes in the burn rate equations from those

derived in Chapter 3.
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Burn Rate Equation for the Particles

The rate equation for depleting the gadolinia from solid natural

density particles was derived from Equation (3.4). For ramp density

particles, the same approach is followed, excepting that the density

function appears inside the integration.

C pp (n)(n) 4 ant 411
= 0P (r

r
a

)
ant

The result below is obtained by separation of variables and direct

integration, applying the limits in the same manner as in Chapter 3.

fOp (r',ra) dt = 2 CgS (a-n)2

Equation (3.6) is again used to obtain a dimensionless representation

for the particle radius.

feip(ri,ra) dt = 2 CgS a2 (1 02
(4.12)

Since the central gadolinia surface shields these particles in the same

fashion as was described for the solid density particles, the solution

to the integral on the left does not change. The right hand side of

Equation (3.18) lists the solution. This, combined with the definition
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in Equation (3.21), yields the result

D0P(r', ra) = 2 Cg Sa2 (1 (4.13)

The parameter H is redefined for this type of particle by moving the

constants to the left hand side in the above equation.

H
Do

2 Cg Sa2

Applying Equations (3.11) and (2.3), and cancelling terms in the

numerator and denominator yields the new definition for the parameter

H.

H -

2 S a2

7rPa

(4.14)

Notice that Equation (4.13) is of order two in the factor e,

whereas Equation (3.18) is only of order one in e. Thus, a quadratic

nature has been introduced in the solution for E. Equations (4.13) and

(4.14) are combined to yield

e = 1 ra) (4.15)

Since values of e greater than one do not make physical sense,

only the principal positive square root is accepted as the solution to

the equation. The quadratic behavior of Equation (4.15) predicts
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smaller particle sizes for the same positions of r' and ra than the

prediction from Equation (3.20). This is to be expected since exposed

ramp density particles deplete more quickly.

To find the radial limit ru for particles to exist, the same

criterion as in Equation (3.22) is applied. This limit is found when c

is zero, or when

HP (ru, ra) = 1

Current Reduction onto the Central Core

The current reduction model changes very little when ramp density

particles are modelled. The particles are still treated as perfect

absorbers of any neutron that interacts with the surface, and the

current reduction is dependent on both the particle size and number

present in the contributing region. From geometrical considerations in

Figure 3.4, Equation (3.32) was obtained to describe the current

incident on the central core corrected for particle effects. With ramp

density particles, a slight alteration in the n2 term is required.

Recalling the definition of n from Equation (3.6) and applying Equation

(4.15), Equation (3.32) becomes

j(ra) =

ru ra

1 /rN a2 f (1 - HP (r', ra))2 sin-I j dr'
ra r'

ra

(4.16)
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Equation (4.5) leads to the result

xfsi a2 = 2 71Pa 3F

2 Sat

The bracketed term is the parameter H as defined in Equation (4.14).

Hence, for ramp density particles

xN a2 =
6FH

(4.17)

Applying the above result along with Equation (4.16), the function

g(H,ra) is redefined as follows:

G (H,ra)
u

1P(1 -PW ra
ra

, ra))2 sin-1 I dr'
r

r'
ra

(4.18)

Equation (4.18) for ramp density particles corresponds to Equation

(3.35) for solid density particles. With these definitions, the

current correction for particle shielding effects given by Equation

(3.34) holds for ramp density particles as well.

j (ra) = J 1 FG(H, ra) 1

(4.19)

Furthermore, Equation (3.36) remains correct for the burn rate of the

uniform gadolinia core.
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dra
-j [1 FG(H, ra)]

dt Cgpu

Production and Loss Rates

The production rate calculation for rods with ramp density

particles is different than for rods with solid density particles due

to the presence of shielded UO2 inside the particles. In Chapter 3,

the production rate was found by integrating over the entire area

outside the central gadolinia core and applying the average number

density fission cross section. The volume occupied by the particles

was not explicitly included since those particles were not shielding

any internal UO2. Using the average UO2 production cross section over

the entire volume yielded the same result as if the actual cross

section was applied over a smaller volume. This procedure must be

modified somewhat to account for the urania inside the particles.

This is accomplished by first calculating the production that

would occur in the entire volume as if the particles were not present,

using the average number density cross section. Then, the mass of UO2

contained within the particles is determined. The production that

would have occurred in this portion of the UO2 is then subtracted from

the amount calculated over the entire volume. This procedure is

followed for calculating the loss rate in the UO2 as well.

Recall that Equation (3.41) defines the production rate over the

entire volume using the average number density cross section.



Pp = wovif ra)
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(4.20)

To find the amount to subtract off, Equations (4.6) and (4.7) are used

to find the shielded mass of UO2 within a particle of radius n.

n
gu gm

Min
[ gm

n 4xn2 do
2shielded a

Substituting Equation (3.6) for n, and solving the above equation

yields a result very similar to equation (4.9).

MUO wa3 [1 gm E3 + (gu gm) el
2shielded (4.21)

If the mass given by Equation (4.21) is divided by the average UO2

density, ga, the result is the volume that the UO2 inside the particle

would occupy if it were at the average density. This is the volume

which must not be included in the total production volume. Let V
equiv

represent this extraneous volume.

where

V
equiv

= ira2 (C1 e3 + C2 E4)

4 gm a
Cl

(4.22)

(4.23)



and

C2
(gu gm)a

ga
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(4.24)

Recall that the middle density is assumed to be zero and therefore C1

is actually zero. Again, for the sake of generality it will be carried

through in the derivations.

An equation now exists for determining the equivalent UO2 volume

in a particle. To find the total volume to exclude, the same volume

averaging technique as was used to find the reduction of inward current

onto the central uniform core is used here. The neutron production

term is therefore

Pp = vEf

ru

ff010(6, ra) I Npira2 (C1 E3 + C264) op(r', ra) 2ffridr'

ra

Using the definition of the particle flux from Equation (3.14) and

applying Equation (4.17) leads to the result

Pp = vEf ro

ru
HF

Ia (b,ra) 12TH f 0(r1,ra) C1 63 + C2 64 r'dr'

ra

(4.25)

The above equation is used to define the loss rate in the UO2 by simply

replacing the ',Et- term with Ea.
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Fortunately, the loss rate in the particles and on the surface of

the central core is found in the same manner as in Chapter 3.

Equation (3.42) is modified to include the new UO2 loss term and to

incorporate the new result from Equation (4.17).

L =no
P

ru

Ea [ Ig(b, ra) f OW, ra) [Cle3 + C2c4 i ricir'l
12FH

ra

+ int f
r

eu 2 n(r.,,ra)
2ra

r'dr' + -i [ 1 FG(H, ra)]
If

ra
(4.26)

These modifications along with the revised definitions of the

parameters H and E provide the means to predict the multiplication

factor in a fuel bundle which has poison pins containing ramp density

particles. Equations (4.25) and (4.26) are prepared for use in the

bundle reactivity model by normalization with the factor Ro given in

Equation (3.40).

Particle Depletion After the Central Core has Burned Away

The analysis for the depletion of ramp density particles when the

central core is gone proceeds exactly as it did in Chapter 3 for solid

natural density particles. First, the maximum time to complete the

burn is found to be

2 C
9
Sa2

i
max

-
a (4.27)
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Next, the size of the particles at the instant when the core has

just vanished is found by setting ra to zero in Equation (4.15). Using

Equations (4.14), (3.21), and (3.44) leads to the result

fo(rt) = 1 F17777

Jr' pa(ff + 2)

co(1) = 1
4Sa2 (4.28)

The outer radial limit for particles to exist at the instant when the

core has just vanished is found by setting cg to zero. Following a

similar algebraic process as used in Chapter 3 leads to the result

uo

4Sa2

+ 2)Pa (4.29)

Again, using the definition of rmax the familiar result below is

obtained.

r=uo 207
max

(it + 2) pa Cg
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The next step is to solve for the particle radius at future times

in the burn. Again, the time reference is set to zero when the central

core has just vanished,

4 C S f (a n') dn' =- JOdt
no

This integral evaluates to the result below.

2 Cg S [ (a o)2 (a o0)2] =o7

Again, the particle radius n is defined to be

(4.30)

no = coa

n = cleoa (4.31)

Substituting the above definition into Equation (4.30) and rearranging

terms yields

(1
e1)2 - ( 1 E0)2 = 1 7

2 C Sat

The bracketed term on the right is the inverse of rmax from Equation

(4.27). Completing the algebraic manipulation yields the result

1 -11[1 c0(r')]2 7/Tmax

61(r', r)
Eo(r') (4.32)
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where the functional dependence is shown explicitly.

The time dependent outer radial limit for particle existence is

found by setting el to zero. Using Equations (4.28) and (4.29) and

solving for ru yields the result

ru ruo [1
r
max

(4.33)

which is identical to Equation (3.48) as derived for solid density

particles.

Thus, all the required information to complete the burn with ramp

density particles has been derived. The last task is to redefine the

production and loss rates for the point in the burn when the central

core is no longer present.

Production and Loss When the Central Core is Gone

The only changes in the production and loss rates when ramp

density particles are present are due to the UO2 hidden inside the

particles. The accounting of production and loss in the UO2 is done in

the same manner as when the central core was present. The equivalent

average density volume of UO2 that is internally shielded in the

remaining particles is found and subtracted from the total volume of

the pin. The production and loss rates in the urania are defined based

on this reduced volume.
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Equations (4.20) and (4.21) gave the shielded mass of UO2 inside a

particle under the condition that n = ea. Equation (4.21) is restated

below for convenience.

= wa -1-Mnn
3 [ 4 3

gme + (gu gm)
E

"u2shielded 41 (4.21)

Applying the definition of n from Equation (4.31) yields

Mu0
2shielded

= wa3 [ 1 gm (el 60)3 + (gu gm) (e1 c0)4 1

Vequiv
is found by dividing the above result by the average UO2

density, ga.

V
equiv

= ira 2 [C1 (el e0)3 + 02 (el e0)4 ] (4.34)

The constants CI and C2 were defined previously in Equations (4.23) and

(4.24). Equation (4.34) gives the equivalent volume of shielded UO2 in

a single particle of radius n. The total exposed volume of equivalent

average density UO2 can now be found by completing the integral below.

ru

Vexposed 71- b2 N 2pna J [C1 (cle0)3 + C2 (el 60)4 ] 2irr'dr'

0
(4.35)

Using the above result along with Equation (4.17), the production in
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the UO2 is simply

rU

Pp
1/Zoirg 12FH

P
I [C1 (el E0)3 + C2 (el co)4] r'dr'

irb2 Jo
(4.36)

The loss rate in the UO2 is found by replacing the vEf term with Ea in

Equation (4.36) above.

At this point, the neutron reaction rates in the UO2 are defined

for the period when the central core is gone. The remaining task is to

define the loss rate in the gadolinia. The equations developed in

Chapter 3 for the loss rate in solid density particles for this point

in the burn hold for ramp density particles as well. Equation (4.37)

below describes this loss rate.

ru

2ffNpa2 a0 J (co E1)2 r'dr'
Lparticles

0

Using Equation (4.17) for the leading coefficient yields

rfl

= 70
12FH J (co c1)2 r'dr'L

particles
A 0

(4.37)

Combining the loss mechanisms from both the exposed UO2 and the

remaining gadolinia particles yields the total loss rate in the pin.
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12FH
ru

r

(CO (1) 2 r'dr'
0

+ 7
at-

(4.38)

Equations (4.36) and (4.38) are prepared for use in the bundle

reactivity model by normalizing these results by Ro as defined in

Equation (3.40).

The equations presented in this chapter collectively define the

reactivity effects of the gadolinia when present in the form of ramp

density particles. These equations are used in the FORTRAN program

GADBURN presented in Appendix D. Since the modeling is much the same

for both types of particles presented in Chapters 2 and 3, this code

uses the input information to decide which type of particle to model.

The following two chapters contain discussions of the bundle reactivity

model and the numerical methods employed In this work, while Chapter 7

contains the results from a parametric analysis varying gadolinia

particle sizes and types.
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CHAPTER 5

BUNDLE REACTIVITY MODEL

In the previous chapters, normalized production and loss rates for

three types of rods have been derived, namely rods with gadolinia mixed

uniformly in the fuel, gadolinia mixed uniformly and in solid

particles, and gadolinia mixed uniformly and in ramp density particles.

Predicting the difference in the bundle multiplication factor between a

bundle with its gadolinia rods containing particles and a bundle with

its gadolinia rods containing only a uniform mixture is the thrust of

this work. By comparing these two cases, each with the same Gd203

mass, the affects attributable to the presence of the gadolinia

particles can be determined.

In this model, a super-cell containing nine pins is assumed to

adequately track the performance of a bundle. The middle pin is

assumed to be a poisoned pin and the outer ring of fuel rods is

considered to be the driver fuel from which the flux in the poisoned

pin originates. Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the super-cell.

0 0 0
0 Aft

we 0
0 0 0

Figure 5.1 Poison Pin Super-Cell Geometry
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The multiplication factor k for a bundle is found by taking the

ratio of production and loss rates. A true multiplication factor

cannot be defined in this work since the assumptions in the earlier

development have neglected many loss mechanisms. An approximation of

the bundle multiplication factor is found in the context as follows.

is defined to be the appropriately normalized production rate
Pdriver

is defined to be the normalized loss rate for the rods inand Ldriver

the driver fuel ring. The super cell multiplication factor is then

found to be

8 +

k -
Pdriver Ppoison pin

BLdriver + L
poison pin (5.1)

Since the model lacks the detailed sophistication to calculate the

production and loss rates in the driver fuel, a simplifying assumption

is made. It is well known that the majority of the non-poison fuel

rods in an operating reactor have a keff value near unity. Because of

this, the approximation is made that the driver fuel production rate is

nearly the same as the loss rate. Setting equal to L
Pdriver driver in

Equation (5.1) yields

k

Ppoison pin1+
8
Pdriver

L

1 +
poison pin

8
Pdriver

(5.2)



The production rate in a driver fuel pin is simply

= 2f-driver weib2
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(5.3)

where one unit height has been implicitly included in the pin volume.

Using the definition of Ro in equation (3.40),
driver

is normalized to

the simple result

Pdriver = v 2f-driver (5.4)

Equation (5.4) is used in combination with the poison pin production

and loss rates previously defined in Chapters 3 and 4. Applying these

results in equation (5.2) yields the desired estimate of the bundle

multiplication factor. For convenience, ku is defined to be the

multiplication factor for a bundle with only uniformly mixed gadolinia

in the poison pins, and kp is defined to be the multiplication factor

for a bundle with both particles and an uniform mixture of gadolinia in

the poison pins. These definitions lead to the result

P
u

1 + norm

ku

1

8vE
f-driver

L
u
norm

8vE
f-driver

(5.5)



and

P
p

1 + norm
8vE

f-driver
k
P = L

p
1 + norm

8vE
f-driver
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(5.6)

where the variable convention established in the previous chapters has

been used. The time dependent "reactivity difference", (Ak)p, is

defined in terms of the difference between the multiplication factor

estimates defined in equations (5.5) and (5.6) as the burn progresses.

(Ak)p = 1000 (kp ku) (5.7)

where (Ak)p has units of mk.

Chapter 7 contains plots of the magnitude of (Ak)p as a function

of burn-time for comparisons between the uniformly mixed poison loading

and bundles with each type of particles. Additionally, the

psuedo-multiplication factors given by Equations (5.5) and (5.6) are

shown, where Equation (5.6) is applied to bundles with particles of

various sizes and with both density functions considered. Before

presenting these results, however, a short discussion of the various

numerical methods used in the computer model is presented in the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Numerical Methods

Throughout the previous chapters, several equations were developed

that are nearly impossible to solve analytically. Various numerical

methods are used in the computer model GADBURN to implement solutions

of these equations. Three main areas are involved, either solely or in

combination. These are numerical integration, solutions to

differential equations, and root finding techniques. The types of

methods used are described below.

Numerical Integration

All of the numerical integration in this work is done by

Gaussian quadrature. This method was chosen for two reasons. The first

is that many of the integrals involve functions that logically could be

represented by high order polynomial expansions. The virtue of the

Gaussian roots and weights is that they are derived from the orthogonal

Legendre polynomials. In the event that the integration function is

truly a polynomial of order (2n+1) or less, this integration technique

gives the exact result. The number n is the number of base points for

the type of quadrature selected. The GADBURN program has been coded

with a 15 point Gaussian quadrature subroutine with the roots and

weights as given in Table (6.1). (In the program, 15 digits are

maintained for higher accuracy.) Hence, any function which can be
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represented by a polynomial of order 31 or lower will be solved with an

exact solution.

The second reason for choosing Guassian quadrature is that it is

fast in terms of computation time. An accurate result is obtained by a

summation over only 15 functional evaluations. Other methods could

require many more evaluations to obtain the same accuracy. This is

especially important when integration is a part of the Runge-Kutta

solution as discussed below. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method

involves four integrations per time step, which translates to 60

functional evaluations inside the integral sign.

The Runge-Kutta Method

A differential equation has been derived in this development

that is not readily solvable. Equation (3.36) is the burn rate

equation for the gadolinia central core in a rod that also contains

particles. The difficulty in this equation arises from the function

G(H,ra), given by Equation (3.35). Since this function involves an

integration which is not readily solvable, the differential equation

cannot be solved without first obtaining a numerical solution to the

integral. Hence, the Gaussian quadrature mentioned above is combined

with this numerical technique for obtaining the solution to this

integro-differential equation.

A fourth order Runge-Kutta method was chosen for this purpose

because it is a one-step approach which does not require iteration to

come up with the correct solution. Although Runge-Kutta methods can be
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calculationally slower than equivalent order predictor-corrector

iteration schemes, in this case the many integrations required in the

solution could cause predictor corrector methods to undergo many more

functional evaluations and thus be slower.

With small time steps, the Runge-Kutta approach gives very

accurate results for the solution of the uniform background burn rate

equation for the rod containing particles (ie Equation 3.36 for solid

density particles, etc.). To improve the accuracy when large time

steps are used overall, the Runge-Kutta subroutine in Program GADBURN

has been coded to allow smaller internal time steps in addition to

those used in the main program. This routine is used to define the

position of the central core radius during the burn as a function of

the time step and the prior position before the step. When any one of

the intermediate function calls in the routine result in a negative

value for ra, the Runge-Kutta solution is terminated and ra is fixed at

zero.

Root-finding Methods

In addition to the integrals and differential equations mentioned

above, several algebraic equations have been developed which cannot be

solved analytically. Root finding methods are used to obtain the

required solutions. Two types of root-finding schemes have been

employed in this work. The first to be discussed is the

interval-halving method.

Recall that several of the integrations performed in this work are

bounded by values given by similar equations as that in Equation
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(3.23). The solution of the equation is the outer radial limit for

which particles can exist while the central background density of

gadolinia is present. To find the value ru that makes this equation

true, the equation is converted to a root-finding problem by restating

the equation as shown below. Equation (3.23) is rewritten

1/H P(ru, ra) = 0 (6.1)

Since the values of H and ra are fixed, ru is the root of this

equation. There can only be one positive root to this equation because

P(r',ra) is an increasing function of r'. Also, a physical limitation

exists since there will never be an outer limit less than the central

core radius, nor larger than the pin radius.

Half-interval iteration logic works well for this situation since

it is known that only one root exists in the interval of interest and

since the equation is quite complicated and defies simple

characterization. The brute force nature of this technique guarantees

that the root will be found, independent of how the function behaves in

terms of inflections within the interval. Judicial selection of the

initial interval can greatly reduce the solution time of the process as

does relaxing the required accuracy. The process is complete when the

interval having technique has bound the root in an interval of width

less than a preset convergence criteria. This method is used whenever

an exact algebraic relation is exceedingly difficult to determine and

when determination of the derivative properties is also difficult.
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Newton's method for finding roots is the second approach used in

this work. It is classic second order method that works extremely well

as long as the root function does not behave in an undesirable way.

This method does not work if the characteristic equation contains local

maximas or minimas near the root, and may not work if it contains

inflection points. The transparency model analysis presented in

chapter VIII contains several functions that are favorable for a

Newton's method root finding solution. The increased speed of the

Newton's method approach is extremely desirable for the transparent

modeling since the Gaussian integration requires 15 root finding

solutions for each of many integrations per time step. The Newton's

method approach is initiated by rewriting the characteristic equation

such that the solution causes the equation to be zero as in the

interval halving method. Then, the derivative of the new equation is

determined algebraically. An initial guess is supplied and the routine

uses the derivative of the function evaluated at this initial guess to

extrapolate to the second guess. This extrapolation is continued with

each successive guess until the root is found to some desired

accuracy.

The efficiency of the method in this work has been increased by

judicial introduction of the initial guess. Much of the root finding

used in the transparent modeling involves determining the fraction of

initial particle radii e, co, and ci while performing numerical

integrations. Since these values are then determined within the

Gaussian quadrature routine, the e value for the previous functional

evaluation is relatively near to that of the next evaluation due to the
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closeness of the Gaussian roots. Since the root finding routine is

being initiated at a position near the actual root, it requires few

iterations to find the root.

A further benefit of the combination of Gaussian quadrature with

the Newton's method root finding is that a solution is never required

at the geometrical conditions which would result in c values equaling

one. This can only occur physically when the dependent radius variable

within the integration is equal to the radius of the central cylinder

of gadolinia (the lower boundary of the integration). As explained in

Chapter 8, most of the "c" functions have local maximas at c values of

1.0, which would result in a zero divide error in the Newton's method

routine. The Gaussian roots, however, never cause functional

evaluations on the boundary of the integration and the problem is

avoided entirely.

At this point, the model development has been discussed in great

detail. The following chapter presents the results of a parametric

analysis using the GADBURN computer model for the cases of

non-transparent solid and ramp density particles. This is followed by

a discussion in Chapter 8 treating the effects of including a

transparency factor when calculating absorption within the particles.
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Table 6.1 Gaussian Roots and Weights for the 15 Point Formula

i Zi Wi

1 -0.987993 0.030753

2 -0.937273 0.070366

3 -0.848207 0.107159

4 -0.724418 0.139571

5 -0.570972 0.166269

6 -0.394151 0.186161

7 -0.201194 0.198431

8 0.0000 0.202578

9 0.201194 0.198431

10 0.394151 0.186161

11 0.570972 0.166269

12 0.724418 0.139571

13 0.848207 0.107159

14 0.937273 0.070366

15 0.987993 0.030753
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS FROM A PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS ON PARTICLE
SIZE, MASS FRACTION IN THE PARTICLES, AND DENSITY TYPE

The equations derived in the first five chapters of this work have

been implemented in the FORTRAN program GADBURN presented in Appendix

D. A parametric analysis considering both solid and ramp density

particles has been performed in which only the particle size and

fraction of initial gadolinia to be loaded into the particles has been

varied. The other generic variables, such as the thermal flux level

and fuel pellet diameter, which have been kept constant are listed in

Table D.1 in Appendix D. The total inital mass of gadolinia poison was

not varried between cases because preliminary results had shown this to

be an effect in magnitude rather than in basic behavior for the cases

of interest.

As mentioned briefly in the earlier chapters, the framework about

which this work was based was to determine the change in behavior due

to the inclusion of gadolinia particles along with an uniform mixture

in place of a purely uniform gadolinia mixture in the fuel pellet. To

accomlish this, two bundles were modelled in which the average initial

poison concentration has been set at 8 w/o Gd203 in the poison pins.

The gadolinia in each bundle was then depleted with the thermal neutron

flux listed in Appencix D. For each time step taken, the

multiplication factor for each assembly was determined from Equations
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(5.6) and (5.7), and subsequently, the reactivity difference (Ak)p, the

change in multiplication between bundles in mk, has been determined.

The following sections explain the observed behavior obtained from this

analysis.

Gadolinia Burnout Time

The first discovery from this analysis is that the required

fluence to totally deplete the gadolinia in the rod with particles

varies as a fucntion of both the particle size and of the fraction of

the total gadolinia mass loaded as particles. As shown in Figures 7.1

through 7.4, it is also dependent on the particle density function.

The total depletion time is the sum of the depletion time for the

uniform background mixture and the depletion time for the particles

left over when the central core has vanished. As shown in these

figures, the total depletion time for the rod without particles is a

constant 320.6 days.

The first effect is that the burnout time of the uniformly mixed

central core in the rod with particles is reduced from the rod without

particles since a smaller portion of the available gadolinia is

contained in the unifromly mixed core. This effect is subdued somewhat

by the particles as they shield the central core from the neutron flux.

The end result is that the uniform mixture in the rod with particles

depletes at a faster rate than in the rod without particles, but not as

quickly as it would if it had this lowered density without any

particles in the pin. This effect is enhanced when more mass is loaded
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in particles of the same size, as evidenced by the results in Table

7.1. As the gadolinia mass fraction loaded in particles increases, the

depletion time of the central core is reduced due to its lowered

density. This is a greater effect than the increased shielding due to

increasing the number of particles.

The variation in the uniform central core depletion time due to

increasing the size of the particles is also shown in Table 7.1. When

the mass fraction is kept constant, increasing the size of the

particles reduces the total number of particles in the pin. This

significantly reduces the shielding of the neutron current which

impinges on the central gadolinia core. With half the total gadolinia

loaded in the particles, particles 100 microns in radius decrease the

shielding sufficiently to cause the central core to burn away in 222

days instead of the 264 days required for the case of 10 micron radius

particles.

The variation in the total burnout time due to changing the

particle size is a two-fold effect. Increasing the particle size

reduces the central core depletion time as mentioned above. The second

effect is that the depletion time increases for removing the particles

once the central core is depleted. Since the shielding of flux

incident on a particle by other surrounding particles is neglected,

this depletion time is simply T
max

as given by Equations (3.43) and

(4.27) for solid and ramp density particles respectively. Under a

constant flux assumtpion, the value of T
max

is directly related to the

amount of gadolinia molecules contained within a particle. Hence, the
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larger the gadolinia mass contained in each particle, the longer it

will take to deplete these particles once they are uncovered. As shown

in Figures 7.1 through 7.4, the dominant of these two effects in the

total depletion time for very large particles is that larger size

particles require significantly more time to deplete once the central

core has vanished.

Note that according to Table 7.1, particles of the same initial

size deplete at different rates when more total mass of gadolinia is

loaded in the form of particles. As mentioned above, this result is

not due to incorporating a particle-to-particle shielding term. The

reason for this variation is that according to assumption (c) presented

in Chapter III, a portion of the particle mass is depleted while the

central core uncovers the particle. The amount of mass removed is

determined by the value of the gadolinia background density in the

central core. When a larger mass fraction of the available gadolinia

is loaded as particles, the uniform background density is reduced

according to Equation (3.2), which in turn causes less of the gadolinia

in the particle to be removed as the particle is being uncovered. With

this treatment, more of the particle mass remains behind when a lower

density central core has burned past than when a higher density

mixture is present. This behavior is realistic, since a lower density

central core will deplete from the leading edge to the trailing edge of

the particle in less time and therefore, result in a lower fluence at

the particle site.
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The variation in depletion time due to the density function is

seen by compairing Figures 7.1 and 7.3 and by examination of Table 7.1.

The ramp density function manifests itself by virtue of less total mass

per particle. This results in more particles being present when both

the total mass in particles and the particle size are maintained

constant. This higher particle number density increases the shielding

of the neutron current incident on the central core such that a longer

depletion time is needed to remove the background mixture. Hence, the

ramp density particles, in a sense, act like smaller solid density

particles as is expected. This also accounts for the shorter

depletion times required to deplete equal sized particles of the ramp

density type as compared to solid density function particles.

Bundle Multiplication Factors

The equations presented in chapters II through V collectively

determine the bundle multiplication factor under the assumptions used

in this model. Figures 7.5 through 7.17 show bundle multiplication

factors as a function of time for several types of poison loadings.

Figure 7.5 shows the reactivity curve for the bundle which contains 8

w/o gadolinia uniformly mixed with the urania in the poison pins.

Figures 7.6 through 7.11 show the reactivity curves for the bundles

which contain poison pins with solid density particles, while Figures

7.12 through 7.17 show reactivity curves for bundles with ramp density

particles. Since this model does not deplete the urania, but rather

calculates a production rate based on a constant UO2 molecule content,
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the reactivity curve approaches a constant value based on a maximum

production rate as the gadolinia is depleted. This maximum rate is

determined by the combined production terms derived from the fissile

content of the urania in the driver fuel and in the poison pins. The

loss rate also varies over time and eventually approaches a constant

rate based on the absorption cross section of the urania. Since the

presence of the gadolinia strongly effects the production and loss

rates, it follows that the rate of gadolinia depletion is an important

factor in determining the shape of these curves.

The gadolinia depletion rate is highly dependent on whether the

loading of the gadolinia is a pure mixture with the urania or a mixture

"doped" with particles, and therefore, the bundle reactivity

characteristics are also heavily effected by the type of gadolinia

loading. Figures 7.8, 7.11, 7.14, and 7.18 demonstrate the magnitude

of the effect which is predicted for poisoned bundles containing 500

micron particles compared to a bundle with none of its gadolinia in

particles. These curves show that the density function and the mass

fraction of gadolinia formed into particles play an important role in

determining these reactivity characteristics. A more detailed picture

of these effects is seen in figures 7.18 through 7.25. These figures

present a family of curves where (Ak)p, the reactivity difference due

to the particles, is plotted verses burn duration. Several particle

sizes are represented, covering both density functions with both 25%

and 50% of the initial gadolinia loaded as particles. Each of these

plots demonstrates how changing the particle size affects the bundle
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reactivity when the total initial mass of gadolinia in the particles is

kept constant.

There are three time domains interest demonstrated by these

figures. The first regime of interest occurs near the beginning of

life of the fuel assembly. During the first portion of the burn, two

things occur as the uniform gadolinia mixture in the pins with

particles deplete inward. First, since the uniform core in these rods

is depleting more quickly than in the rod without particles, more

productive volume is being uncovered. Secondly, this inward burn may

or may not uncover particles. Recall from Chapter V that the

reactivity difference due to the particles is determined by Equation

(5.7). A negative reactivity difference is understood by considering

that uncovering particles adds a lass mechanism that is not present in

the other bundle. For small particle cases, there are many particles

in the uncovered region and the loss rate in these particles in

addition to the other loss mechanisms overpowers the increased

production rate, causing the bundle to become less reactive. As the

particle size is increased, the number of particles decreases but more

neutrons are absorbed in each uncovered particle which further lowers

the reactivity difference.

As the particle size is further increased, however, the number of

particles reduces sufficiently such that the central core must deplete

further inward to uncover enough particles to cause the bundle

reactivity to drop below that of the bundle without particles. Hence,

for some cases the particle bundle is first more reactive and then
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becomes less reactive than the bundle without particles. Eventually,

as the particle size is increased still further, there are so few

particles present that the increased production in the exposed urania

always over powers the combined loss rates in the bundle. For this

case, these large exposed particles may cause the bundle reactivity to

somewhat approach the reactivity in the bundle without particles, but

it never fully reduces to the point of equality. Bundles with very

large particles remain higher in reactivity throughout the burn until

all the gadolinia is depleted in the bundle without particles.

As the burn progresses, the second regime of interest is

encountered. At this point in the burn, the central core has decreased

in radius enough that the increased exposed productive volume in the

particle bundle begins to overpower the combined loss mechanisms in the

bundle relative to the bundle without particles. At this point, the

reactivity in the bundle with particles increases at a faster rate than

the bundle without particles, and the slope of the reactivity

difference curve remains positive until the gadolinia background is

fully depleted in the particle bundle. In this regime, particles and

productive volume are continually uncovered as the central core burn

front moves inward. Additionally, particles far away from the central

core surface are depleted. For the cases where the reactivity of the

particle bundle has dropped below that of the bundle without particles,

a crossover in reactivity difference is seen as the burn progresses and

the reactivity of the bundle with particles overtakes that of the

bundle without particles. It is interesting to note that this
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crossover point occurrs at practically the same time regardless of

particle size. This suggests that the effect is a much stronger

function of the initial mass of gadolinia loaded as particles than of

the particle size itself.

The third regime of interest occurrs when the central core of

gadolinia is fully depleted in the particle pins. At this point all of

the UO2 is uncovered except for the tiny portion inside the particles

if the particles studied are of the ramp density type. This is the

point of maximum reactivity difference between the two types of poison

loadings. From this point on, the gadolinia in the rod without

particles continues to deplete at a constant rate, while the gadolinia

particles in the particle pins deplete under the influence of the total

flux without any shading of angular components. If the particles are

of sufficient size to require a longer period of time to deplete than

what is needed to finish depleting the gadolinia in the bundle without

particles, the reactivity of the particle bundle will drop below that

of the non-particle bundle. This occures at particle sizes greater

than 100 microns for the cases studied. Since all of the gadolinia is

depleted in the non-particle bundle, its reactivity is constant and

the reactivity of the particle loaded bundle converges from below as

the remaining gadolinia in the particles is depleted. When the

gadolinia is totally depleted in both bundles, the reactivity of one is

identical to the other and the code stops execution.

It is noted that the time step size used in this analysis is not

sufficiently small to produce smooth transitions when the uniform
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backgrounds burn away. The peaks exhibited in Figures 7.18 through

7.25 result from using one or two day time steps in the analysis. When

the gadolinia central core is quite small, these time steps are larger

than the remaining time needed to deplete the central core and an

apparent discontinuity in slope results in the plot resolutoion. This

is somewhat aggrivated by not considering a transparency effect when

the central core is this small. In reality, a smooth transition is

expected with a slightly lower peak reactivity difference.

Conclusions

The results from this analysis indicate that including gadolinia

particles along with an uniform mixture does indeed enhance the

gadolinia depletion rate and thus strongly effects the reactivity

characteristics of the poisoned bundle. When comparing the results for

the various cases studied, it is interesting to correlate the reasons

for the observed variation. When the particle size is increased while

maintaining a constant initial mass of gadolinia in the particles,

irregardless of the density fucntion, the maximum reactivity difference

in the bundle with particles is also increased. The larger particles

reduce the shielding of the neutron current incident on the central

gadolinia surface by virtue of their lower number density. This

allows this uniformly mixed gadolinia surface to deplete at a faster

rate and thus reach the point of maximum uncoverd productive volume

more quickly. Increasing the mass fraction of gadolinia loaded as

particles also increases the maximum reactivity difference by virtue of
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reducing the density of the central background mixture. In spite of

the increased shielding caused by having more particles in the bundle,

the reduced density of the central core allows it to deplete sooner and

fully uncover the fissile urania. As mentioned earlier, the ramp

density particles act like smaller solid density particles. The

maximum reactivity difference with 100 micron particles of the solid

density fucntion type is on the order of 5 mk gerater than for the same

size ramp density fucntion particles when 25% of the initial mass is

loaded as particles. The reactivity difference curve for the case with

50 micron solid density type particles closely approximates the

behavior of the case with 100 micron ramp density type particles. The

follwoing chapter deals with removing the assumption of treating the

particles as totally black absorbers of thermal neutrons. A

transparency factor is introduced into the model which improves the

prediction of the absorbing strength of small particles where the

transmissivity of neutrons can be a significant effect.
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TABLE 7.1

Gadolinia Depletion Time Characteristics

Gadolinia Depletion Times (days)

Density Particle Central Particle at
Function F* Size(um) Core Pin Center** Total

Solid 100% .15 10 310 6.5 316.5
Natural

25 306 16.1 322.1

50 302 32.3 334.3

100 298 64.6 362.6

.50 10 264 6.7 270.7

25 248 16.8 264.8

50 236 33.7 269.7

100 222 67.3 289.3

Ramp .15 10 314 3.2 317.2

25 310 8.1 318.1

50 308 16.1 324.1

100 304 32.3 336.3

.50 10 280 3.4 283.4

25 266 8.4 274.4

50 254 16.8 270.8

100 242 33.7 275.7

* Fraction of intial gadolinia mass loaded as particles.

** A particle located at the pin center requires the greatest
additional fluence to deplete.
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Figure 7.19 Bundle Reactivity Difference (Akio) Verses Depletion
Time 25% Gadolinia in 200-500 Micron Solid Density
Particles
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CHAPTER 8

PARTICLE TRANSPARENCY MODEL

The modeling in the preceding chapters was developed under the

assumption that the gadolinia particles were perfect absorbers of

thermal neutrons. It is well known that all substances have some

transmissivity to thermal neutrons, the distinction being the mean

length which a neutron may travel without interaction. As mentioned

earlier, the highly absorbing isotopes of gadolinium yield very short

mean free paths to thermal neutrons. However, some of the particles

studied in the previous analysis had initial radii of approximately one

mean free path and all particles eventually reached sizes of less than

a mean free path before being fully depleted. The purpose of this

chapter is to make a correction for the neutrons which encounter the

particles but do not become absorbed within the particles. The basic

equations derived in the previous chapters still apply, with the

inclusion of a transparency factor at a few crucial locations. These

modifications will be explained thoroughly in the following sections.

Particle Reaction Rates

The rate of neutron absorption by the gadolinia particles was

developed in Chapter 3. The use of nuclear absorption cross sections

was avoided by defining the absorption rate as

R = pa 0ffn2
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where Pa is the probability of absorption in the cross sectional area

nn2. Pa was set to unity to incorporate the "black absorber"

assumption. To incorporate the effects of the transparency of the

particles, the probability of absorption Pa is redefined.

Recall that the probability of a neutron traversing a distance X

in a target medium is given by e-Itx. The probability of being

absorbed in the medium is simply

Pa = 1 e-tax (8.1)

Should a neutron enter a sphere with a direction such that the

subtended chord length is a very small fraction of the diameter, a

small probability of absorption would result. This is also true if a

neutron encounters a small particle even if it traverses the full

diameter. Since the direction angle of the neutrons in relation to the

particles is not recorded in the modeling, the following approach is

applied.

The average chord length of a surface is given by the formula

R
AV

= 4V/S

where V is the volume and S the surface area. For a sphere, Ray is

simply

R
AV

= 4r/3
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The transparency factor is defined according to the probability of the

neutron being absorbed in a distance equal to the average chord length

of the particle. With this approach, Equation (8.1) becomes

e-4r2a/3

and the absorption rate of neutrons in a particle of radius n is

(8.2)

R = 0an2
4n2a/3)

(8.3)

The behavior of Pa is exactly what is expected. As the particle

size is reduced, the probability of a neutron being absorbed is also

reduced.

The removal rate of gadolinia atoms was previously given by

Equations (3.4) and (4.11) for solid and ramp density particles,

respectively. With the transparency factor, the removal rate is

4 cgp(l) g = -00ri,ra) (1
e4n2a/3)

Separating variables and integrating leads to the result

7 4 C9 p(n') dn'

I Op (r',ra) dt =

1 e
-4n'E

a
/3

(8.4)
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The right hand side of the above equation was previously solved in

Chapter 3. Using the results from Equations (3.18) and (3.21),

equation (8.4) becomes

a

DOW,ra) - f
4 Cg p(n') dn'

n -4n'ia/3
I - e

(8.5)

where p(n) is simply pm for solid density particles and is given by

Equation (4.2) for ramp density particles.

The right hand side of Equation (8.5) is solvable when n is

greater than zero for solid density particles, since the function p(n)

is a constant and can be brought outside of the integration. For the

ramp density function particles, p(n) is a linear function of n which

causes n' to appear in the numerator inside the integral. It is

therefore difficult to obtain a direct analytical solution for the

ramp density particles. (An analytical form is desirable as this will

be used to determine particle sizes during the burn.) Instead of using

a numerical approach to solve this integral, a rational approximation

for Pa is made as follows:

Pa

where

1 e
-cn - cn

= 1 + cn

C = 4/3 Ea

(8.6)
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and where Ea is determined by summing the separate contributions from

the Gd, U, and 0 atoms. This approximation has the correct behavior;

when n approaches zero, Pa approaches zero, and when n approaches

infinity, Pa approaches unity. Although a direct analytical solution

is available for the solid density particles, the rational

approximation is used for both particle types to keep the equation

derivations similar for each.

One final thought is presented before completing the derivations.

Notice that a pole exists in the integral in Equation (8.5) for n equal

to zero. The nature of the transparency factor is such that extremely

small particles have essentially zero probability of absorbing neutrons

and thus require infinite fluence to fully deplete them. This pole is

avoided by ignoring the particles when they become too small to be

significant to the burn. Hence, it has arbitrarily been decided that

once a particle has reached a radius of 10-2 microns, the particle will

be treated as if it were non-existent. The determination of a finite

time to deplete a particle is accomplished with this assumption.

For clarity, the derivation of the remaining equations for ramp

density particles are contained in a separate section at the end of the

chapter. The solid density equations are presented in the following

section.

Solid Density Modeling

With the rational approximation in Equation (8.6), the integral in

Equation (8.5) is solved as follows:
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J

4 C9 pm dn'
J

1 + cn'

1

4 C dn'

- e
-cn' - 9

p
m

n n cn'

= 4 C p ( en (a/n) + a n)
g m

1

c

Applying the result from Equation (3.6), Equation (8.5) becomes

1DOW, ra) = 4 Cg pm [ en (i) + a(1 c)]

Using the definition of H from Equation (3.19), the result below is

obtained.

£n()c + 1 HP(r',ra)
ca

(8.7)

Equation (8.7) is synonymous in purpose to Equation (3.20), namely that

it determines the size of the particles as well as the outer radial

limit for particle existence. A Newton's method root finding technique

is used to solve for c since the function is monotomically decreasing

when ra and r' are fixed. The outer radial limit for particle

existence is found simply by fixing ra and setting E to 10-6/a and

solving for ru using the half interval root finding approach.

The transparency of the particles increases the current incident

on the uniform central gadolinia surface. To incorporate this effect,
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equation (3.27) is modified by including the rational approximation for

Pa from Equation (8.1) inside the integral.

J(ra)
J

N 0 X12 j)(max

1

c+
cn

n cost?
x dx de

0 0

The inclusion of the factor Pa does not effect the integration over the

variable which was accomplished successfully in arriving at Equation

(3.32). With the inclusion of Pa, the equation becomes

r
u 3

ra

j(ra) J 1 - wNp
J 1

c+
cn r

r' sin- 1
F'

dr'

ra

By applying Equations

function of r',the

j (ra) = J

The function G(H,a,ra)

G(H,a,ra)

With this definition,

(3.6)

following

1 111

and (3.33) and

result is obtained:

r

u caE3 r'
-1

recalling that

ra dr'l
l r'

.)

dr'
j

the central

E is a

(8.8)

(8.9)

core is

¶

=
3H

IF

is

ru

ra

the

sin
I cac ra 4

ra

defined to be

cad r' -1 lacI
sin 1

1 -I- cae ra L

current incident on
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j(ra ) = J [ 1 FG(H,a,ra)] (8.10)

At this point, the particle sizes, the outer limit for their existence,

and the central surface current corrected due to their presence are all

known. It is now a simple matter to define the production and loss

terms to use in determining the bundle multiplication. Since solid

density particles do not contain a self shielded internal concentration

of UO2, Equation (3.41) is applicable in its original form for

determining the total production rate in the poison pin. Equation

(3.42) is slightly modified as shown below to give the total loss rate

in the poison pin.

J

r u

2r 6FH cad
wo [ --a [ 1 - FG(H,a,ra)] 0r ,ra) r'dr'Lp

7 1 cac
ra

+ ra) I

Equations (8.11) and (8.12) below give these production and loss rates

normalized by the factor Ro from Equation (3.40).

v2f
12(b, ra)

Pnorm b2

1
2ra

Ln = 2aIo (b, ra) + [1 FG(H,a,ra)] +
"norm 1.)

(8.11)



r
6FH i cac3

ir ra
1 + cac

iI(r',ra) r'dr' 1
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(8.12)

Equations (8.11) and (8.12) apply only as long as the central gadolinia

surface is present in the poison pin. When it has burned away, the

equation development changes somewhat. The first step is to define

the maximum time required to deplete a particle at the pin center.

This is found by solving the following equation:

Cgpm 4in2 411 -07012 I
dt ( 1

cn

+ cn,

Recall that since the particles do not shield one another, they each

see the total flux. The transparency factor merely increases the time

needed to deplete the particle. The solution proceeds with the limits

of integration as shown below.

10
-6

rmax
+

4 Cg pm J
1

cn
cn

do = -0 5 dt

a o

4 Cg pm [ fa a
c dn

0 i c do 1
Tmax c cn

+

[ 10-6 10-6

T
max

4 C., pm
[en (a/10-6) + c(a 10-6)]

CO

(8.13)
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For a 10 micron particle, Equation (8.13) produces a sevenfold increase

in the factor r
max

than what is obtained from Equation (3.43).

To determine the particle size at the instant the central core has

just vanished, Equation (8.7) is used by setting ra to zero.

en co
E o -I-

ca
1 HP (r',0)

The solution to the right hand side of the equation above is given in

Equation (3.44).

en c
0 p r' N + 2)

i 0 -I-

ca
- 1 a

8 pma
(8.14)

Equation (8.14) is also solved by a Newton's method root finding

technique for each position r'.

To find the outer radial limit for which all particles have radii

less than 10-2 microns, co in Equation (8.14) is set to 10-6/a. To see

this, notice that following the convention used in Equation (3.45), a

particle with a radius of 10-2 microns must satisfy the relationship

no = co a = 10-8m

If "a" has units of cm,



or simply

10-8 m 1 cm
co a

10-2m

co

lo-6 cm

a

Thus, from Equation

1

ruo

(8.14)

Pa ruo (7( + 2) en (10-6/a)

1

10-6
8

=

pm a

(

1 1

10-6

ca

en (10-6/a)

a

8 pm a
a ca J Or + 2)pa

With a little rearrangement, notice that

8 pm
ruo = [ c (a 10-6) + en [ a ] I

(71. + 2) cpa 10-6

Using the result from Equation (8.13) leads to

ruo

8 pm co
rmax

Or + 2) cpa 4 Cg pm

2 0 r
max

ruo Or + 2) C9 pa
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(8.15)

(8.16)
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The next step is to determine the particle size for future times

in the burn. Again, the differential equation relating particle size

to neutron absorption is solved.

4 Cg pm dn/dt = 0
[ 1 +ncn )

4 Cg pm
i cdn'
n

+ cdn' = odt

n r

c
cn'

n
o

n
o

o

The above equation with the limits of integration as shown reduces to

4 Cg pm no

in (

r7t

)
c

+ c (no Ti)] = or

The particle radius is again placed in a dimensionless form by defining

n = el no = ci co a

With the above definition

OTC

cco(r1) a (1 el) in (El) 4Cg pm (8.17)

where co as a function of position is given by Equation (8.14).

Equation (8.17) is solved by root finding techniques in a similar

fashion as used in Equation (8.14).
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The time dependent outer radial limit for particle existence is

determined by forcing the following relationship to hold:

therefore

n(ru) = El(ru) eo(ru)a = 10-6 cm

ei(ru) -
aen(ru)

With this relationship, Equation (8.17) becomes

[
-6

ceo(ru)a 1
10 ]

in
I 10-6 ]

OTC

a eu(ru) a 60(ru) 4 Cg pm

The equation above is rearranged as follows:

in
[a + En (eo(ru)) + cacu(ru) 10-6c -

OTC

10-6
4 Cg pm

En (en(ru) in (a/10-6) 10-6 or

ca ca a 4 Cg pm a

Notice that the bracketed term is the left hand side of Equation

(8.14). Thus, the above equation reduces to

pa rn + 2) En (10-6/a) 10-6 07

8 pm a ca a 4 Cg pm a
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Dividing both sides of the above equation by the 2nd term yields the

following interesting result:

En (10-6/a) 10-6

1
ca a 1 (x+2) pa ru

8 pm a
1 -

8 pm a 07

(n+2) pa ru 4 Cg pm a

The left hand side of the above equation contains the definition of ruo

from Equation (8.15). Multiplying both sides by ru and substituting

the result from Equation (8.15) yields

20r

ruo ru
(n + 2) Cg pu

The right hand side of the above equation is very similar to the

result in Equation (8.16). Multiplying each side by rmax and sub-

stituting the result from Equation (8.16) yields

7
max (ruo ru) = ruo

The above equation readily reduces to

7
ru = ruo [ 1 r

max

and Equation (8.17) is solved.

7

(8.18)
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The only remaining task is to define the production and loss rates

in the poison pin. Since all of the urania has been uncovered,

Equation (3.50) still applies for the production rate. Equation (3.49)

is modified slightly to determine the total loss rate with transparent

particles

[

Ea +
6FH f

r
u ca [co(r') el(r'W r'dr'

Lp = wob2
a ffia2

1 + ca co(r') ci(r')
o

Equations (8.19) and (8.20) below give the normalized production and

loss rates applicable to the time period when the central gadolinia

core has vanished but particles remain.

L

Pnorm
. Ea

P = vEf
Pnorm

6FH
ri u ca [co(r') el(r',7)]3 r'dr'

+
1 + ca co(r') el(r/r)

ffb2 J

(8.19)

(8.20)

Bundle Reactivity Results with Transparent Solid Density Particles

The parametric analysis discussed in Chapter 7 was repeated for a

few selected cases with transparent solid density particles. For this

analysis, a fixed weight percentage of gadolinia was used and the

particle size was varied from 10 to 100 microns in radius. Figures 8.1

through 8.4 show these results with 25% of the initial gadolinia loaded

as particles. Figure 8.1 shows the reactivity curve obtained for 10
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micron particles with transparency effects included. Figures 8.2

through 8.4 show the effects with and without transparency for 10, 25,

and 100 micron particles respectively.

As these figures show, a significant difference in reactivity is

observed for small particles. As one expects, this difference is less

and less meaningful as the initial size of the particles is increased.

Figure 8.4 shows that transparent modeling has virtually no effect on

the bundle reactivity curve for large particles. It is interesting

that the transparency effect increases the bundle reactivity compared

to the case without transparent effects. It is tempting to think of

transparent particles as if they would behave as smaller particles.

The following argument shows that this is not the case.

The transparent nature of the particles results in two dominant

phenomenon in changing the reactivity characteristics. First, the

neutron flux which is allowed to impinge on the central gadolinia

surface is larger. This allows the central core to deplete more

quickly which increases the bundle reactivity for the same total burn

duration. Secondly, the transparency of the particles causes them to

last longer. Both of these effects are characteristic of increasing

the initial particle size as discussed in Chapter 7. In the context

of this development, transparent particles act as if they were fewer in

number but larger in initial size.
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Equation Development for Ramp Density Particles

The development of ramp density equations with transparent effects

follows along the same line as with solid density particles.

Equations (8.5), (8.6), and (4.2) are combined to obtain Equation

(8.21) below, which is used to determine the particle size as a

function of position from the central gadolinia core.

a

DOW, ra) = f 4 Cg S (a n')
f

I.

1

c+n'

cn'
dn'

n (8.21)

An interesting twist results, however, since the coefficient "c" is

functionally dependent on the particle radius and not a constant as in

the solid density case. Appendix E contains the details of derivations

which show the functional dependency of this coefficient to be in the

following form:

c(n) = a + fin

The solution of Equation (8.21) is also contained in Appendix E.

HP(r', ra) - (E 1)2 22 [ aSceli3 a ] en [ flo:e ] L in (E): :

A root finding technique is used to solve for the e term. To find the

outer radial limit for which particles have radii less than 10
-2

microns, E is set to 10-6/a in Equation (8.22).
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Notice that the c2 term suggests that there are two solutions

which satisfy this equation. Although not presented herein, it can be

shown that one and only one solution exists for e values ranging from

zero to one. This is accomplished by moving all of the pieces of

Equation (8.22) to the right hand side and calling this an arbitrary

function of e. The first derivative with respect to E of this function

is always equal to zero at an e value of 1. This means that for any

combination of r' and ra, a minima or maxima always exists when e

equals one. Solving the second derivative when e equals one shows that

the function is convex. Hence, one of the roots of Equation (8.22)

must be less than one, and the other greater than one. Since we are

only interested in the root less than one, the existence of the second

root poses no problem to the analysis.

To determine the current incident on the central gadolinia core,

Equation (8.9) is modified to be

where H

given by

J

6H
G(H, a, ra)

is now defined by

ru
cac3 r' 1

( J

the

dr'

parameter

(8.23)

"c" is

1 + cac ra sin-1
ra

Equation (4.14) and

c(n) = a + fin

= a + pea
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With these definitions, Equation (8.10) also applies for ramp density

particles.

As shown previously for the solid density particles, the

production and loss terms with transparency effects are only slightly

different in form than those derived without transparency effects.

Equation (4.25) remains correct for determining the production rate in

the poison pin. Equation (4.26) is modified by including the

transparency factor along with the c2 term in the second integral.

Equations (8.24) and (8.25) below give the production and loss rates

normalized by the factor Ro from Equation (3.40).

ruvEf
12FH

= I0(b, ra) f ra) [cl e3 + c2 c41 r' dr'

"norm b2
ra

1

=

"norm b2 [

ru
121.FH f

Ea 10(b, ra)
"iir,,

k ra) [cl 63 + c2 c4] r' dr'

ra

ru 2ra
1It

1

2FH c+ ac3

cac
0 (r', ra) r'dr' + [1 FG(H,a,ra)]

ra

(8.25)
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Note that the above two equations apply only when the central core

is present. Also note that the inclusion of the particle transparency

effect results in larger particles than in the non-transparent model

for the same fluence. This in turn results in a larger volume of

self-shielded UO2 within the particle. Although the urania inside the

transparent particles that is near the surface is able to produce

fission, this production mode is ignored. The internal self-shielded

volume of UO2 is still calculated using the entire volume of the

particle.

The derivation of the equations defining the particle depletion

after the central core has vanished proceeds in a similar manner as

presented for the solid density particles. First, the maximum time to

deplete the particles is found by solving the differential equation

below:

Cg p(n) 4Kn2 grti oirn
2 [

lc+ cn ]
(8.26)

Inserting p(n) as defined by Equation (4.2) and separation of

variables yields

10
6

7

J 4 Cg S (a n) [1..r.-.-1 + 1 ] dn = -0 5 mN
a o

where the limits of integration are shown explicitly. The solution to

the integral on the left in the above equation is contained in Equation



(E-6) from Appendix E.

07max = 4 Cg S

2 C0 S
T
max

=

0

n2
an - -

a 13

+ I ] En (a + fin) + En (n)
a

1
(a 10-6)2 -2 [ afi

Ic-e0a ] en
( a +

ofa+ lo -60

2a ( a 1

a 10-6
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a

10
-6

(8.27)

To determine the particle size when the central core has just vanished,

Equation (8.22) is applied by setting ra to zero.

(co 1)2 2
1

a fn a
fia 2

aa En (co)a + fla co
a

r' pa (it + 2)

4 Sat

(8.28)

To find the outer radial limit for particle existence at the instant

the central core has vanished, co is set to 10-6/a in Equation (8.28).

By utilizing equation (8.27), the result reduces to



2 0 T
max

ruo
(x + 2) Cg pa
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(8.29)

which is identical in form to Equation (8.16).

To determine the particle size at later times in the burn,

Equation (8.26) is again solved, but with different limits of

integration.

n 7

J4 Cg
cn

S (a n') ( --7 + 1 ] dn' - -o J dt

n
o

o

Again, using the result from Appendix E, and placing the particle

radius in a dimensionless form, the following result is obtained:

or (foci 1)2 (Et) 1)2 2 (a0 + a ] 2n [ a + ficaa I

2 Cg Sa2
9

a2 afi a + Sfocl a

aa
en (el)

(8.30)

A root finding technique must be used to solve for ci, but el is

present to the second order. Again if Equation (8.30) is rewritten

into an arbitrary function, and first and second derivatives taken with

respect to El it can be shown that a maxima exists when El equals one,

regardless of the values of the other variables. Hence, one root must
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be less than or equal to one and the second root greater than one, the

latter of which is not useful to the problem.

The time dependent outer radial limit for particle existence is

again determined by using the following relationship:

and therefore

n(ru) = El(ru) co(ru) a = 10-6cm

1 10-6
El(ru) co(ru) a

(8.31)

With this result and several algebraic manipulations, Equation (8.30)

reduces to the familiar result

7
r = r [ 1

Juo r
max (8.32)

The final task is to define the production and loss rates in the

poison pin. Since the particle transparency factor does not change the

procedure for calculating the self shielded volume of UO2 inside the

particles, Equation (4.36) remains valid for determining the production

rate in the poison pin. The only change that is needed in the loss

rate given by Equation (4.38) is simply inserting the transparency

factor inside the integral which is calculating the absorption by the

particles. The normalized production and loss rates for the poison pin

containing transparent ramp density particles applicable to the portion
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of the burn when the central core has vanished are presented below.

ru

Pm
p2f 1 12FH

[C1 (el 60)3 + c2 (ele0)4] r' dr'
' Thom rb2 J 0

L
12FH

ru

Pnorm

[

7'1,2 J 0

[C1 (el e0)3 + c2 (ele0)4] r' dr'

+
12FH [ ca (fle0)3 r' dr'

rb2 J 1 + ca e1e0 (8.34)

Bundle Reactivity Results with Transparent Ramp Density Particles

Figures 8.5 through 8.8 show the affects of transparent modeling

for particle sizes of 10, 25, 100, and 200 micron particles. As in

the solid density cases presented earlier, a 25% gadolinia mass

fraction was assumed to be in the particles, and the total weight

percentage remained fixed.

These figures show that the transparent modeling has a much

greater affect on ramp density particles than on solid density

particles of the same initial size. This is to be expected since the

ramp density particles have approximately one half of the total poison

material than solid particles of the same radius. Otherwise, the basic

nature of the reactivity effect is the same. For particle sizes

greater than 200 microns the transparency modeling has virtually no

effect on the results.
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400.

Figure 8.2 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects 10 Micron Solid
Density Particles
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Figure 8.3 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects 25 Micron Solid
Density Particles
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Figure 8.4 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects 100 Micron
Solid Density Particles
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Figure 8.5 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects 10 Micron Ramp
Density Particles
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Figure 8.6 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects - 25 Micron Ramp
Density Particles
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Figure 8.7 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects - 100 Micron
Ramp Density Particles
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Figure 8.8 Multiplication Factor Comparison for Bundles Modelled
With and Without Transparency Effects 200 Micron
Ramp Density Particles
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The inclusion of gadolinia spheres along with the traditional

gadolinia-urania ceramic fuel matrix can have significant impact on

bundle reactivity characteristics. The extent of the effect can be

varied by adjusting the particle size, the fraction of the total mass

to be loaded in particulate form, the total weight percentage of

gadolina, and by adjusting the number of poison pins in the assembly.

These adjustments affect the reactivity hold down of the poison pins

throughout of the useful life of the poison.

The results from the model presented in this work indicate that

the fuel cycle designer can tailor the poison burnout characteristics

by appropriate selections of the above variables for most

configurations. The inclusion of particles tends to reduce the poison

worth at later exposures and increase its worth at early exposures.

This could result in economic benefits when both a large hold down is

required at the beginning of a fuel cycle and low residual poison

levels are desirable at end of cycle. Though not investigated herein,

it is conceivable that combining several particle sizes could further

enhance the effect.

The model presented in this work is a highly simplified treatment

of the poison depletion. Several areas remain open for future study

and model improvement. In its present form, the model over predicts

the effects of the particles because fast group depletion and particle
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self-shielding by other particles has been ignored. When the total

number of particles is small, the shielding limitation is not a great

concern. However, results based on particle mass fractions in excess

of 25% are questionable.

A more thorough treatment of the thermal flux profile within the

poison pins is also desirable. At present, the model ignores the

thermal flux depression from pin edge inward due to the absorption in

the uranium and fission products. This flat flux approach may

overestimate the burnout rate of the particles near the center of the

pin.

Since this model has been set up to predict the change in

reactivity resulting from inclusion of the particles, the detailed

depletion of the urania has been ignored. When the improvements to the

model are completed as discussed above, this model could be used as a

subroutine in a more detailed depletion code. A thorough tracking of a

particle loaded pin could be modeled as if it were a similar uniformly

mixed urania-gadolinia poison pin. The results from that calculation

could then be combined with the results from this model. The parent

code would pass accurate fluxes and driver fuel properties into this

routine, which then would return the particle effects. This would

result in a comprehensive package for modeling fuel assemblies with

particle loaded poison pins.
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APPENDIX A

LIMIT VERIFICATION FOR EQUATION (3.30)

In the third chapter some significant geometrical transformations were

set forth in order to solve for the current reduction onto the central

gadolinia core. This appendix presents the verification that the integration

depicted in Equation 3.30 is performed over the correct area. Figure A.1

shows the geometry of the area of contribution. Note that the shaded portion

is to be excluded from the integration.

D

Figure A.1 Integration Area for Equation (3.30)

Initially, the frame of reference was located at point A. It was

subsequently moved to the rod center. The differential area elements



applicable to the problem are shown in Figure A.2 below.

r
ac)t,

_____/-----` 1 cl e'

3A= ydrclet
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Figure A.2 Differential Area Elements

From Figure A.1, the area of contribution is the sector BDC minus the shaded

triangle BCA. The angle Omax is found by

ra

- cos -1 [
T.amax u

By these geometric arguments,

A
ACD

- A
sector BCD

- A
ABCA

8
max 1

AACD rutACD
ra

max

(A.1)

(A.2)



From Figure (A.1), the line segment AC has length pmax, where
max

is

p
max

= ru2 ra2
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(A.3)

Combining equations (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3) produces the area of contribution.

2 ra

A
ACD 2

cos-1 (
ru

j I- ra )Iru2 ra2 (A.4)

If the correct integration limits are applied over the differential area

element, integral calculus should reproduce the result obtained in Equation

(A.4). This is shown by integrating over the transformed area element and

evaluating the result using the limits as prescribed in Chapter 3.

r
u

cos-1 (ra/r')

A
ACD

=
J J r'dDdr'

r
a

o

ru
f cos-1 (ra/r') r'dr'

AACD
ra

(A.5)

A substitution is made to simplify the integration. Let x be defined as

follows:

ra

x =

r'



-ra -ra

dx = dr' -

(r')2 (r1)3

From the above results,

Hence,

r'dr'

r,

a

3

Lr'dr' - -ra2 [ ] dx
r

ra2
r'dr' = dx

x3

Applying Equation (A.6) to Equation (A.5) yields

x(ru)
cos lx

dxA
ACD

= -r
a
2 i

x3
x(ra)
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(A.6)

Note that when r' equals ra, x is one, and when r' equals ru, x is the ratio

ra/ru. Hence

ra/ru
cos -1 x

A
ACD

= -ra2 f dx

1
x3 (A.7)

With the aid of integral 523.3 in Dwight, equation (A.7) is solved as follows:

ra/ru
ra2 ra2 111-77cos-1 x

-ra2 f dx - cos 1 x
2x

1
x3 2x2

ra/ru

1



ru2 ra2 ra2/ru2

2
A
ACD

cos (ra/ru)

A
ACD

2 ra/ru

2ru

2
cos-1 (ra/ru)

a

--11ru2 - ra2
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(A.8)

Equation (A.8) is identical to equation (A.4) which demonstrates that the

integration limits have been transformed correctly.



APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF I(d)

The function 1(d) was defined in Chapter 3 to be

cos-ld
I(d) = f

cost/ d
d8

o d2 + 1 2d cost/
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(B.1)

The details of performing the integration are presented here. The

evaluation is initiated by separating equation (B.1) into two integrals

as follows:

cos-ld
cos-ld

cos8
1(d) = i do d I

2d + 1 2d cos°o o

do

d2 + 1 2d case

The two portions above are in suitable form for application of the

integral tables in Dwight. From integral number 445.01,

I cos° d8 I dB
+ c

a + b cos° b b J
a + b cost/

For this case, a = d2 + 1 and b = -2d. Hence, equation (B.1) becomes



1(d) =

2d

-cos-1

o

d

cos-ld

( d2

1 d2 + 1
cos-ld

o

cos-ld

J
0
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d8

l 2d

+ 1 2d2 )

(+d + 1)

d8

+ (-2d) cos8

2d
+

2d
(d2 + 1) + (-2d) cos8

With a little rearrangement,

cos-1 d

cos-1d + (d2 1) f
dO

I(d) = a (d2 + 1) + (-2d) case

-2d

(8.2)

The remaining integral is evaluated by applying integral 446.00 in

Dwight. The solution is given in three forms based on the relationship

of a2 to b2. Notice that

a2 = d4 + 2d2 + 1

b2 = 4d2

To show that a2 is greater than b2, the quantity a2-b2 is shown to be

greater than zero.



a2 b2 = d4 2d2 + 1

a2 b2 = (d2 1)2
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(B.3)

Since a squared quantity is always greater than or equal to zero, a2 is

therfore always greater than or equal to b2. Based on this result, the

solution is formulated as follows:

cos-ld (d2 - 1) 2
1(d) + tan -1

-2d -2d Vat - b2

(a b) tan 0/2

(d2 - 1)

Equation (B.4) is simplified by noting that

a b - d2 + 2d + 1

- ( d + 1)2

cos-ld

(B.4)

From Equation (B.3), the positive square root of the quantity a2 b2

is found.

a2 b2 = d2 1

With these results, equation (8.4) reduces to
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I(d) =

cos-ld
+

(d2 1) 2 (d + 1)2 tan 0/21 cos-I d

0-2d -2d
tan-I

d2 1
(d + 1) (d 1) _I

d + 1
cos -I d + 2 tan-I

d - 1
tan 0/2

cos -I d

0

-2d

Trigonometric identities are used to simplify the above equation.

First,

With this result,

I(d) =

9
1 - cos°

tan -
2 sine

1 - cosi/

111 - (cos0)
2

\ill cos0
tan 0/2 =

1 + cos0

cos-I d + 2 tan-I
d 1 1 + cos0

[d+ 1 \II- cos0
cos -I d

0

-2d



Substituting the integration limits yields

I(d)

cos-1 d + 2 tan-
1 )1 1 d

1 + d

2d

Additional trigonometric identities are used as follows:

1 +
d

d
tan -1 r

2
cos-1

1

Hence,

19-771
= cos

/

2
1+ d

+ I

d

-11 1 + d--
2

cos

(1 + d) + (1 d)

tan-1
it

cos-1 d
1 - d 2 2
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(B.5)

(B.6)



Recall from Chapter 3 that

0
max

= cos-ld

Rearranging equation (B.7) leads to the result below.

cos 8
max

= d

Applying this to Equation (B.6) yields

\I 1 + cos (0
max

)

tan-1
1 + d K

cos -1

1 d 2 2

Again, from trigonometry

B I 1 + cos 8
cos

2

With this result,

tan-1 77T- ir
°max) 1

1 d 2 cos-1 cos
2

2tan- -
1 1 + d

20max4
1 d 2 2
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(8.7)

(B.8)



Finally, equation (B.8) reduces to

2tan-1 N;71- O

1 d
max

At this point one final trigonometric identity is applied.

cos-ld = w/2 sin -1d

-cos-ld = sin-ld - n/2

The above result is combined with Equation (B.9) to yield

sin-ld w/2 + n - Omax

I(d) 2d

This is reduced even further with some clever manipulation.

II

/f

7f

0
max

= sin-1 [ sin (
2 8max ) 1

From trigonometry,

cos 0 ) = sin [ (0
max

) 1
max 2

Hence,
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(B.9)



emax
= sin-1 [cos (8

max
A

2

Application of Equation (B.7) yields the result below.

2 - emax - sin -1 [cos (cos 1d)]

sin-ld
2

emax
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(B.10)

Equation (8.10) represents the final step in the solution of I(d).

With this result,

I(d)

and finally

I(d)

1
sin id + sin d

2d

sin-1d

d (B.11)

The above result applies when a is not equal to b. Notice that when a

is equal to b, d is equal to one and 0 is zero, which results in the

integral in equation (B.1) having zero width but with a pole in the

denominator. If the solution is correct, the limit as d approaches one

in the end result should approach the same limit obtained from the
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initial integral. This investigation was done by using Simpson's rule

of numerical integration on equation (B.1). The value of d was

continually varied from slightly less than one to one and the integral

evaluated until a division by zero occurred due to the small step

width. A short table of the results is presented in Table (B.1) below.

Table B.1

Evaluation of I(d) as d approaches one

d id

0.99 1.44368

0.999

0.9999

0.99995

0.99999

1.49928

1.55209

1.55649

error division
by zero

The results above verify that the function I(d) approaches it /2 as d

approaches 1. The result obtained from completing the evaluation of

equation (8.4) also yields the limit 7r/2 as d approaches one as shown

below.

sin-ld
lim I(d) = lim
d --* 1 d--* 1 d

sin-1 (1)

1

= 7r/2
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION OF Io (b,r)

Equation (3.37) introduces the integral of O(r',r). This appendix

contains the details of the evaluation of this integral. For

convenience, Equation (3.37) is restated below.

In (b, ra) = 2 f C (r', ra) r'dr' (C.1)
ra

Using the definition of O(r',r) from equation (3.13),

In (b, ra)

= 2 f

= 2

r'dr'

ra

b

ra

1

[ 1 sin-1
7

f sin-1

ra

ra

r'

The first integral is easily evaluated.

ra

I r'dr'

r'

r'dr'

1 2 fb ra

10(5, ra) = 52 - - sin -1 r'dr'

ra r

(C.2)

(C.3)
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The same substitution used in Appendix A to simplify the inverse sine

integration in Equation (A.5) is applied to this evaluation.

ra

u =

du -
ra

dr'

(r')2

(r')3 3

r'dr' - du = ( rt. ra2 du
ra ra

As in Appendix A,

r'dr' - rat du

u3

The integration limits also transform in the same way.

2ra2 sin
In b2 du(b, ra) = ra4 +

1
u3 (C.4)

Using integral number 518.3 from Dwight,

2ra2
In 2

equation (C.4) becomes

sin -1u Ar-7-171
ra/b

(b, ra) ra +

2u2 2u (C.5)
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Evaluating this expression at the prescribed limits and performing

algebraic simplification leads to the result below.

rat
In(b, ra) = b2 -

2 a
[ b2 sin-1 (ra/b) + ra V1777I
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APPENDIX D

PROGRAM GADBURN

The equations derived in Chapters 2 through 5 and in Chapter 8

have been coded into the FORTRAN77 routine GADBURN. Version 3 of this

routine is listed on pages 193 through 214. This routine solves for

the bundle reactivity difference between two assemblies of identical

initial poison mass but with one containing a portion of its poison in

particle form.

The input to the code consists of relatively few parameters. The

instructions for preparing the input to the code are shown on pages 188

through 192. The results of the parametric analyses presented in

Chapters 7 and 8 were based on several generic inputs as listed in

Table D-1 (Page 215). The remaining inputs were varied as indicated in

the figures in Chapters 7 and 8.

A sample output from the code is shown on pages 216 through 218.

This output consists of an input echo in card image (not shown), an

input echo in table form, a summary of the pre-burn geometry and cross

sections, and a table of the results as a function of the burn

duration. The parameters presented in the results table include the

"particle effect", the radii of the uniform gadolinia distributions for

both the poison rod with particles and the rod without, the relative

reactivities (km) for the assemblies with one containing particle

loaded poison rods and the other with uniform distribution only, and
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the reactivity difference (Ak) between the two assemblies. The

"particle effect" is the net increase in neutron loss in the particle

loaded poison pin due to the particle presence (ie, the total neutron

loss in the particle loaded poison pin minus the loss that would

otherwise occur in that pin if its central background mixture had the

same radius). The third and fourth columns show the radii of the

uniform background mixtures of gadolinia for each poison loading.

Columns Five through Eight show the relative reactivity versus time for

each assembly and the change in reactivity resulting from the particles.
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Input instructions for running PROGRAM GDBURN3

(PROGRAM LAST MODIFIED: 06/13/86 K. D. HARTLEY)

CARD. NO. FORMAT VARIABLES REQUIRED INPUT

1

2

4A20 TITL1,TITL2 RUN IDENTIFICATION TITLE
TITL3,TITL4 Alphanumeric title of 80

columns or less for run
description. If no title
is used, 1st line must
be blank. In any case,
first character should
be blank.

5(BN,I5) NP NUMBER OF PARTICLE SIZES
Integer value < 20
delineating the number of
particle sizes which
follow on cards 7-10.

IDENS PARTICLE DENSITY FUNCTION
IDENS 1 , solid 100%
natural density particles.

IDENS = 2 , ramp density
function with center
density at 100%.

IDENS 3 , ramp density
function with center
density variable according
SLOPE input on card 6.

NCON NO LONGER IN USE- NO EFFECT

NOUT OUTPUT CONTROL SWITCH.
The number of time steps
between output to the
results table printed on
fileunit TAPE7.
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Input instructions for running PROGRAM GDBURN3 (Cont.)

CARD. NO. FORMAT VARIABLES REQUIRED INPUT

2 (Cont.) NOUT1 OUTPUT CONTROL SWITCH.
The number of time steps
between output to the
plot files. (NOTE: the
code will send output to
the plot files at least as
many times as it does to
TAPE7. This allows more
points to be sent to the
plot files on TAPE8,
TAPE10, and TAPE11 than
are sent to TAPE7.)

3 5(BN,I5) KMODE K-MODEL SWITCH
KMODE 0 , use C. W.
Lindenmeier's chain
rule model for k.

NSTEP

NTRAN

KMODE 1 , seperate
the production and loss
to calculate a psuedo
k-infinity.

NO. OF INTERNAL RUNGE-KUTTA
STEPS TO TAKE IN "CLCRA"
ROUTINE. (This must be at
least 1.)

TRANSPARENCY MODEL SWITCH:
If set to 1, model ignores
particle transparency effects.
(DEFAULT 0)

The other two are currently unused.
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CARD. NO. FORMAT VARIABLES REQUIRED INPUT
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4 E14.6,4F14.6

5 5E14.6

PHII

WGD

F

B

DT

XSNF

SA

XSNFP

PRAT

THERMAL FLUX FOR RUN
The thermal neutron
flux in n/cm*2-sec.

WEIGHT PERCENT OF GADOLINIA
Gadolinia loading of the
poison pins in w/o.

FRACTION IN PARTICLES
The mass fraction of
gadolinia to be put in
particles. The number of
particles is determined
by the size of the
particle and mass
available.

PIN RADIUS IN CM.

TIME STEP IN DAYS.
If this number is <= 0.0,
the code will look for
user input time slots on
fileunit TAPE6.

NU-SIGMA-F FOR DRIVER
Macroscopic production
cross section for the
driver fuel ring.

MACRO SIGMA-A FOR FUEL IN
THE POISONED ROD.

NU-SIGMA-F FOR FUEL IN
THE POISONED ROD.

FUEL TO POISON PIN RATIO
This is the ratio of
fuel rods w/out Gd203
to fuel rods with
Gd203 in the assembly.
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Input instructions for running PROGRAM GDBURN3 (Cont.)

CARD. NO. FORMAT VARIABLES REQUIRED INPUT

5 (Cont.) TMAX MAX. TIME TO ALLOW FOR BURN
TMAX must be an integer
multiple of the time
step DT.

6 E14.6,4F14.6 SLOPE PARTICLE SLOPE PARAMETER
Density gradient for
density particles in
units of (w/o Gd203/Cm).
If IDENS < 3, set SLOPE

7,8,9,10 5F14.6

CONY Convergence criteria for
fraction of particle
radius determined by
Newton's method root
finding.

SIGGD Micro Sigma-A for Gadolinium.

SIGOX Micro Sigma-A for Uranium.

SIGU Micro Sigma-A for Oxygen.

PARTICLE SIZES FOR RUN
For up to 4 cards, the
desired particle radii
in centimeters are to be
entered. Sizes must be
entered 5 per line until
NP sizes are entered.
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CARD. NO. FORMAT VARIABLES REQUIRED INPUT
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1

TAPE6 INPUT (IGNORE IF DT > 0.000001)

BN,I5 NTIMS NUMBER OF USER INPUT TIMES
THAT FOLLOW.

The code will calculate
the tabular and plot file
information for these time
slots. The times given
should be in ascending
order, in days, and not
exceeding the maximum burn
time limit TMAX given
above.

2 - NTIMS TIM(I),I-1,NTIM TIME IN DAYS, ONE PER CARD
FOR NTIMS CARDS.
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C PROGRAM GDBURN3(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5-INPUT,TAPE6,TAPE7,
C 1TAPE8,TAPE9,TAPE10,TAPE11)
C

C LAST MODIFIED: 06/13/86 KD HARTLEY
C

C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE TIME DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF GADOLINIA
C BURN-UP IN FUEL. GADOLINIA IS PRESENT IN TWO FORMS:
C A) CORE W/POISON RODS LOADED WITH BOTH PARTICLES AND UNIFORM
C DENSITY GAD-- RHO-AVE -(1-F)*RHO-U.
C B) RODS CONTIAN ONLY UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED GAD BUT WITH
C EQUIVALENT AVE-RHO AS IN CASE A.

TAPES -INPUT
C TAPE6-TIME FILE FOR USER INPUT TIMES. USE--> GET,TAPE6=DFILE
C BEFORE RUN.
C TAPE7-TABULAR OUTPUT
C TAPES- PLOTTER OUTPUT --> DELTA-K VS TIME
C TAPES- PLOTTER OUTPUT --> GAD BURNOUT TIME VS PARTICLE RADIUS
C TAPE10-PLOTTER OUTPUT --> K-PARTICLE BUNDLE .VS. TIME
C TAPEll-PLOTTER OUTPUT --> K-NO PARTICLE BUNDLE .VS. TIME
C

COMMON B,NCON
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/DEN1/ RA,RU,RM,RMACT,SSS
COMMON/FEE/ PHII,CSG
COMMON/DEN2/ GA,GU,GM
COMMON/RP1/ CP1,CP2
COMMON/RP2/ D1,D2
COMMON/GINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
COMMON/EEE/ E2,E1
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
COMMON/SLPE/ SLOPE
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
EXTERNAL FX1,FX2,FX4,FX5
CHARACTER*20 TITL1,TITL2,TITL3,TITL4
CHARACTER*8 TSOLN(2)
DIMENSION TIME(80)
DATA TSOLN /'INCLUDED','ICNORED '/
DATA C/1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1 1 1 1.,1.,1./
ZZ(15)=.987902518020485
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ZZ(14)-.937273392400706
ZZ(13)-.848206583410427
ZZ(12)-.724417731360170
ZZ(11)-.570972172608539
ZZ(10)-.394151347077563
ZZ(9)= .201194093997435
ZZ(8)- 0.0
WW(8)-.202578241925561
WW(7)-.198431485327111
WW(6)-.186161000115562
WW(5)=.166269205816994
WW(4)-.139570677926154
WW(3)-.107159220467172
WW(2)-.070366047488108
WW(1)=.030753241996117

C

C-- ASSIGN THE REST OF THE GAUSSIAN WEIGHT FACTORS.
DO 7755 111-1,7
ZZ(III)--ZZ(16-III)
WW(16-III)-WW(III)

7755 CONTINUE
C

C BEGIN INPUT: NOUT = # OF TIME STEPS BETWEEN OUTPUT
C NOUT1 -# OF TIME STEPS BETWEEN OUTPUT TO PLOT FILE.
C NSTP # OF STEPS RUNGE-KUTTA WILL TAKE EACH CALL
C TO CLCRA DURING EACH MAJOR TIME STEP.
C IDENS =1 --> SQUARE-WAVE DENS. FCN. (U0-2 NOT
C IN PARTICLES)
C IDENS =2 --> RAMP DENSITY FCN. (UO-2 IN PARTICLES)
C IDENS -3 --> CONSTANT WT.% SLOPE (UO-2 IN PARTICLES)
C NTRAN =0 --> INCLUDE PARTICLE TRANSPARENCY EFFECTS
C IN SOLUTION MODEL (DEFAULT)
C KMODE -1 --> SEPARATE PRODUCTION AND LOSS FOR REACTIVITY
C MODEL.
C TMAX - MAX. TIME IN DAYS TO ELAPSE FOR RUNS. CODE
C STOPS AUTOMATICALLY WHEN ALL GAD IS GONE
C EVEN IF TMAX HAS NOT BEEN REACHED. TMAX
C MUST BE AN INTEGER MULTIPLE OF THE TIME
C STEP (DT) SELECTED.
C

C SET SLOPE - ZERO IF IDENS < 3.



READ(5,1) TITL1,TITL2,TITL3,TITL4
READ(5,2) NP,IDENS,NCON,NOUT,NOUT1
READ(5,2) KMODE,NSTP,NTRAN
READ(5,3333) PHII,WGD,F,B,DT
READ(5,3) XSNF,SA,XSNFP,PRAT,TMAX
READ(5,3333) SLOPE,CONV,SIGGD,SIGOX,SIGU
DO 10 I-1,NP,5
14-1+4
IF(I4.GT.NP)I4-NP

10 READ(5,3)(AP(J),J-I,I4)
IF(DT.GT.0.00001)G0 TO 11
READ(6,2) NTIMS
DO 12 I-1,NTIMS

READ(6,7) TIME(I)
12 CONTINUE

NMAX-NTIMS
NOUT-1
NOUT1-1

C

C REGURGITATE INPUT TO OUTPUT FILE.
C

11 IF(NSTP.LT.1)NSTP-1
WRITE(7,4)
WRITE(7,I) TITLI,TITL2,TITL3,TITL4
WRITE(7,2) NP,IDENS,NCON,NOUT,NOUT1
WRITE(7,2) KMODE,NSTP,NTRAN
WRITE(7,3333) PHII,WGD,F,B,DT
WRITE(7,3) XSNF,SA,XSNFP,PRAT,TMAX
WRITE(7,3333) SLOPE,CONV,SIGGD,SIGOX,SIGU
DO 20 J-1,NP,5
J4-J+4
IF(J4.GT.NP)J4-NP

20 WRITE(7,3) (AP(K),K-J,J4)
IF(DT.GT.0.00001)G0 TO 13
WRITE(7,2) NTIMS
DO 14 I-1,NTIMS

WRITE(7,7) TIME(I)
14 CONTINUE
13 WRITE(7,45)

C
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C BEGIN EXECUTION
C

IF(DT.GT.0.00001)NMAX-TMAX/DT
IF((NTRAN.LT.0).0R.(NTRAN.GT.1))NTRAN-0
PIE-4.*ATAN(1.)
P12-PIE/2.
TM-B*8
SP-XSNFP-SA
CSG-0.61*6.02252E+23/362.482
XJJ-PHII/PIE
WRITE(7,5555)
WRITE(7,46)
WRITE(7,6) TITL1,TITL2,TITL3,TITL4
WRITE(7,46)
WRITE(7,45)
WRITE(7,78)
WRITE(7,44)
WRITE(7,79) WGD,F,B,XSNF,SA,XSNFP,SP
IF(IDENS.EQ.3)WRITE(7,8000) PHII,DT,PRAT,SLOPE
IF(IDENS.LE.2)WRITE(7,80) PHII,DT,PRAT
WRITE(7,81) NMAX,NOUT,NOUT1,NSTP,TMAX
GO TO(901,902,903)IDENS

901 WRITE(7,71) NP
GO TO 910

902 WRITE(7,72) NP
GO TO 910

903 WRITE(7,73) NP
910 WRITE(7,50) SIGGD,SIGOX,SIGU,CONV

IF(KMODE.NE.1)G0 TO 911
WRITE(7,47) TSOLN(NTRAN+1)
GO TO 912

911 WRITE(7,48) TSOLN(NTRAN+1)
912 WRITE(7,44)

WRITE(7,45)
C

C FOR IDENS.EQ.1 NO SUBTRACTION OF EXTRANEOUS PRODUCTION IS REQUIRED.
C

IF(IDENS.NE.1)GO TO 41
PSUB=0.
ASB=0.
PSB =O.
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41 CONTINUE
C

C BEGIN LOOP ON PARTICLE SIZES.
C

DO 30 IC-1,NP
WRITE(8,1234) IC
WRITE(9,1234) IC
WRITE(10,1234) IC
WRITE(11,1234) IC
TIMO.
TAU-0.

RB
IF(F.GT.0.9999)R-0.0
RCUB
UNL-0.
UNP-0.
DNU-1./(1.+2./(PIE*PRAT*B*XSNF))
DELK-0.
PRTL O.

PRTP-0.
RP1-0.

C

C NOTE- INCORRECT INITITAL CONDITION IF F-1.0, ie DNP > DNU, NOT EQUAL
C

DNP=DNU
DDN-0.
CALL DENS
IF(F.GT.0.9999)G0 TO 42
E2XJJ*3600.*24./(CSG*RU)

42 E1XJJ*3600.*24./(CSG*RA)
RCTIMB/E1
AOTM6AP(IC)/1.0E-06
AMTM6AP(IC)-1.0E-06
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)GO TO 100
HPIE*RA/(2.*AP(IC)*(RM-RU))
RP1C-12.*H*F/PIE
CP1-4.*GM*AP(IC)/(3.*GA*2.)
CP2(GU-CM)*AP(IC)/(GA*2.)
D1=CP1*2.
D2=CP2*2.
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)C0 TO 888
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TAM-2,*CSG*SSS*AP(IC)*AP(IC)/(PHII*3600.*24.)
GO TO 200

888 AA-2.*.602252*AP(IC)*((4.*SSS*SIGGD)/(3.*362.482)+
1 (2.*GM*SIGU)/(3.*270.029*AP(IC))+2.*SSS*SIGOX/362.482+
2 (4.*SIGOX*CM)/(3.*270.029*AP(IC)))

BE-.602252*(SIGU*(GU-GM)/(270.029*AP(IC))-2.*SSS*SIGGD/362.482-
1 3.*SSS*SIGOX/362,482+2.*SIGOX*(GU-GM)/(270.029*AP(IC)))
APAB-AA+AP(IC)*BE

TAMI-AMTM6**2-(2.*APABRAA*BE))*ALOC(APABRAA+BE*1.0E-06))+
1 2.*AP(IC)*ALOG(AOTM6)/AA
TAM-2.*CSC*SSS*TAM1/(PHII*3600.*24.)
DO 99 IJKL-1,15

99 C(IJKL) =APAB
GO TO 200

100 H-PIE*RA/(4.*RM*AP(IC))
RP1C-6.*F*H/PIE
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)C0 TO 899
TAM-4.*CSG*RM*AP(IC)/(PHII*3600.*24.)
GO TO 200

899 DMOL-RMACT*.602252/362.482
DO 101 IJKL-1,15

101 C(IJKL)-(2.*SIGGD*DMOL+3,*SIGOX*DMOL)*4./3.
TAM1-ALOG(AOTM6)+C(1)*AMTM6
TAM-TAM1*4.*CSG*RM/(C(1)*PHII*3600.*24.)

200 RMIC-AP(IC)*10000.
CTA-C(1)*AP(IC)

C

C RMIC - PARTICLE RADIUS IN MICRONS.
C

ZNP-RP1C/(2.*PIE*AP(IC)*AP(IC))
WRITE(7,5555)
WRITE(7,5)
WRITE(7,82)

WRITE(7,83) RMIC,H,SSS,ZNP
WRITE(7,84)
WRITE(7,85)GA,GM,CU
WRITE(7,86)RA,RMACT,RU
WRITE(7,87)
WRITE(7,5)

WRITE(7,88)TIM,RP1,R,RCU,DNP,DNU,DDN,DELK
WRITE(8,97) TIM,DELK
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WRITE(9,97) TIM,RCTIM
WRITE(10,97) TIM,DNP
WRITE(11,97) TIM,DNU

C

C BEGIN INNER LOOP
C

DO 31 J-1,NMAX
TIM-TIM+DT
IF(DT.GT.0.00001)G0 TO 17
TOLD-TIM
TIM-TIME(J)
DTT-TIM-TOLD

17 IF(RCU.EQ.0.)00 TO 300
RCU-B-TIM*E1
IF(RCU.LE.0.0)RCU-0.
XY-OMEGA(RCU,B)
UNL-RCU/P12+SA*XY
UNP-XSNFP*XY

300 IF((R.EQ.0.0).AND.(J.EQ.1))G0 TO 399
IF(R.EQ.0.0)G0 TO 302
IF(DT.LE.0.00001)G0 TO 18
CALL CLCRA(R,RNEW,DT,H,NSTP,TLAPS)
GO TO 19

18 CALL CLCRA(R,RNEW,DTT,H,NSTP,TLAPS)
19 R-RNEW

IF(R.LE.0.)G0 TO 301
C

C CALCULATE PARTICLE EFFECTS WHEN R>0.
C NOTE: INTEGRATION LIMITS ARE SET IN FUNCTION GH.
C

PRTB-(R/PI2)*(1.-F*GH(H,R))
PRTA-RP1C*GAUSS(FX1,H)
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)G0 TO 503
SUB-RP1C*GAUSS(FX2,H)
PSB-XSNFP*SUB
ASB-SA*SUB
PSUB-SP*SUB

503 XY-OMEGA(R,B)
PRTP=XSNFP*XY-PSB
RP1-PSUB+PRTA+PRTB-R/PI2
PRTL=PRTA+PRTB+SA*XY-ASB
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304 IF(KMODE.E0.1)G0 TO 308
DNP-(SP*OMEGA(R,B)-R/PI2-RP1)/TM
DNU-(SP*OMEGA(RCU,B)-RCU/PI2)/TM
DDN-DNP-DNU
DELK-DDN*1000./(PRAT*XSNF)
GO TO 307

308 DNP-(1.+(PRTP/TM)/(XSNF*PRAT))/(1.+(PRTL/TM)/(XSNF*PRAT))
DNU-(1.+(UNP/TM)/(XSNF*PRAT))/(1.+(UNL/TM)/(XSNF*PRAT))
DDN-DNP-DNU
DELK-DDN*1000.

307 NPR-MOD(J,NOUT)
NPR1-MOD(J,NOUT1)
IF(NPR.EQ.0)G0 TO 500
IF(NPR1.EQ.0)G0 TO 34
GO TO 32

301 R-0.
NSAVE-NOUT
A(1)-0.
RTIM-TIM-DT+TLAPS
IF(ABS(RCTIM-RTIM).LE.40.0)NOUT-1
IF(DT.LE.0.00001)RTIM-TIM-DTT+TLAPS
WRITE(7,90) RTIM
WRITE(7,91)TAM
WRITE(7,92)RCTIM
GO TO 302

399 A(1)-0.0
RTIM-0.0

C

C CALCULATE PARTICLE EFFECTS AFTER CENTRAL CORE IS GONE.
C

302 TAU-TIM-RTIM
PRTL-0.0
PSUB-0.0
PSB-0.0
ASB-0.0
IF(TAU.GE.TAM)G0 TO 733
A(2)-ULMT(TAU)
CALL SETEPO(H)
CALL SETEP1(TAU)
PRTL-RP1C*GAUSS(FX4,TAU)
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)G0 TO 733
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SUB-RP1C*GAUSS(FX5,TAU)
PSUB-SP*SUB
PSB-XSNFP*SUB
ASB-SA*SUB

733 PRTP-XSNFP*B*B-PSB
RP1-PSUB+PRTL
PRTLPRTL+SA*B*B-ASB
GO TO 304

C

C OUTPUT RESULTS
C

500 WRITE(7,88)TIM,RP1,R,RCU,DNP,DNU,DDN,DELK
34 WRITE(8,97)TIM,DELK

WRITE(10,97) TIM,DNP
WRITE(11,97) TIM,DNU

32 IF((TAU.GE.TAM).AND.(TIM.GE.RCTIM))G0 TO 33
31 CONTINUE
33 TGONE-RTIM+TAM

WRITE(9,97) RMIC,TGONE
IF(NPR.NE.0)WRITE(7,88)TIM,RP1,R,RCU,DNP,DNU,DDN,DELK
IF((NPR1,EQ,0),OR.(NPR.EQ.0))G0 TO 943
WRITE(8,97) TIM,DELK
WRITE(10,97) TIM,DNP
WRITE(11,97) TIM,DNU

943 WRITE(7,43)
WRITE(7,44)
WRITE(7,45)
NOUT-NSAVE
WRITE(8,1235)
WRITE(9,1235)
WRITE(10,1235)
WRITE(11,1235)

30 CONTINUE
C

C ********* FORMATS FOR DATA OUTPUT ***********
C

1 FORMAT(4A20)
2 FORMAT(5(BN,I5))
3 FORMAT(5F14.6)

3333 FORMAT(E14.6,4F14.4)
4 FORMAT(117//////////' INPUT DATA WAS READ AS-->.//)
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5 FORMAT(' ,125('-')/)
5555 FORMAT(117)

7 FORMAT(F16.7)
6 FORMAT(//26X,'COMPUTER MODEL TO CALCULATE REACTIVITY EFFECTS',

1/30X,'OF GADOLINIA PARTICLES ON FUEL BUNDLES.'/
225X,'BY K.D. HARTLEY, C.W. LINDENMEIER, AND A.M. ROBINSON'//
310X,'RUN TITLE: ',4A20//)

71 FORMAT(5X,'NO. OF SIZES:',17,5X,'PARTICLE DENS. FCN.:',5X,
1'100% SOLID NATURAL DENSITY'/)

72 FORMAT(5X,'NO. OF SIZES:',17,5X,'PARTICLE DENS. FCN.:',5X,
l'RAMP- 100% CENTER DENSITY '/)

73 FORMAT(5X,'N0. OF SIZES:',I7,5X,'PARTICLE DENS. FCN.:',5X,
TRAMP- VARIABLE CENTER DENSITY'/)

78 FORMAT(45X,'EXECUTION PARAMETERS'/)
79 FORMAT(5X,'WT. % GADOLINIA:',F9.3,5X,'FRACTION IN PARTICLES:',

*F9.3,5X,'PIN RADIUS (CM):',F11.5,5X,'DRIVER NU-SIGMA-F:',
*F11.5/5X,'GAD ROD UO-2 X-SECTIONS--> SIGMA-A:',F11.5,5X,
*'NU-SIGMA-F:',F11.5,5X,'SIGMA-PROD.:',F11.5/)

8000 FORMAT(5X,'THERMAL FLUX: ',1PE14.6,5X,'TIME STEP:',OPF8.3,5X,
*'FUEL PIN TO POISON PIN RATIO:',F7.1,5X,'SLOPE (WT.%/CM):',
*1PE14.6)

80 FORMAT(5X,'THERMAL FLUX: ',1PE14.6,5X,'TIME STEP:',OPF8.3,5X,
*'FUEL PIN TO POISON PIN RATIO:',F7.1)

81 FORMAT(5X,'MAX NO. OF TIME STEPS:',I8,5X,'NO. OF STEPS BETWEEN',
*' TABULAR OUTPUT:',I8,5X,'NO. OF STEPS PER PLOT FILE OUTPUT:',
*I8//5X,'NO. OF INTERNAL RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS:',I8,5X,'MAX ALLOWED',
*' TIME FOR RUN (DAYS):',F10.3)

82 FORMAT(' PARTICLE RADIUS',6X,'H-PARAMETER',6X,'CAD.
l'PARTICLE DENSITY PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITY'/6X,'(MICRONS)',11X,
2'(CM * *- 1)',6X,'GRADIENT (GMS/CM**4)',12X,1(NO./CC)1)

83 FORMAT(7X,F8.2,1X,1P,2(6X,E14.6),12X,E14.6/)
84 FORMAT(' DENSITIES: AVERAGE MID-PARTICLE UNIFORM ',
*1BACKGROUND1/4X,'(CNS/CC)i)

85 FORMAT(5X,'(U0-2)',2F14.6,F15.6)
86 FORMAT(' (GD-2 0-3)',2F14.6,F15.6//)

87 FORMAT(5X,'TIME1,7X,'PARTICLE1,6X,'UNIFORM CORE RADIUS (CM)',
16X,'RELATIVE REACTIVITIES',7X,'COL.4 - COL.S DELTA-K1/4X,
* '(DAYS)',7X,'EFFECT',1X,2(3X,'W /PARTICLES 1.1/0 PARTICLES'),25X,
2'(M-K)')

88 FORMAT(F10.2,F12.5,2X,2(3X,F11.7),2(4X,F11.6),4X,F12.S,F14.3)
90 FORMAT(/15X,'PARTICLE EFFECTS AFTER BACKGROUND GAD. HAS ',
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*'BURNED OUT.' /20X,'(8 WAS SET TO ZERO AT',F8.3,' DAYS)')
91 FORMAT(15X,'MAX. ADDITIONAL TIME NEEDED TO BURN PARTICLES:',

*F10.3,' DAYS.')

92 FORMAT(15X,'UNIFORM CORE W/OUT PARTICLES WILL VANISH AT
*F8.3,' DAYS.'/)

43 FORMAT(")
44 FORMAT(' ,42('*--')/)
45 FORMAT(///)
46 FORMAT(",126('*')/1X,42(' + ')/",126(1*1))
47 FORMAT(5X,'SEPARATE PRODUCTION AND LOSS FOR K-MODEL'/

*5X,'PARTICLE TRANSPARENCY EFFECTS HAVE BEEN ',A8,/)
48 FORMAT(5X,'CHAIN-RULE APPROXIMATION FOR K-MODEL'/

*5X,'PARTICLE TRANSPARENCY EFFECTS HAVE BEEN ',A8,/)
50 FORMAT(5X,'PARTICLE MICROS(BARNS)--> SIGMA-GD:',F11.2,5X,

1'SIGMA-OX:',F11.5,5X,'SIGMA-U:',F11.5/5X,'MID-BURN CONY. CRIT.',
2' FOR PARTICLE RADIUS: ',1PE14.6/)

97 FORMAT(2F15.7)
1234 FORMAT('CASE ',I2)
1235 FORMAT('END')

STOP
END

C

C--GAUSS INTEGRATION FOR OUTER INTEGRALS
FUNCTION GAUSS(FCT,H)
COMMON/GINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
GGG-0.0
COEF-A(2)-A(1)
COFF-A(2)+A(1)
DO 10 1=1,15
XX-(ZZ(I)*COEF+COFF)/2.
GGG-GGG+WW(I)*FCT(XX,A(1),H,I)

10 CONTINUE

GAUSS-(COEF/2.)*GGG
RETURN
END

C

C--SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING DENSITIES FOR RUN.
SUBROUTINE DENS
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WCD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/DEN1/ RA,RU,RM,RMACT,SSS
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COMMON/DEN2/ GA,GU,GM
COMMON/SLPE/ SLOPE
RA-RHOG(WGD)
GA-RHOU(WGD)
RU-(1.-F)*RA

C

C THE UNIFORM CORE IS TREATED TO INCLUDE A PORTION
C OF THE PARTICLES THAT IS AT THE UNIFORM DENSITY
C AS THE CORE BURNS BY. THE MATERIAL THAT IS HIGHER
C THAN THE UNIFORM DENSITY ONLY IS ATTRIBUTED TO THE
C PARTICLES. RMACT IS THE ACTUAL CTR DENSITY, RM IS
C THE CENTER DENSITY MINUS THE UNIFORM DENSITY WHICH
C IS CONSIDERED IN THE PARTICULATE EFFECTS.
C

GO TO(10,20,30)IDENS
10 RM-7.6-RU

RMACT-7.6
SSS-0.0
GM-0.0
GU-GA
RETURN

20 RM-7.6
RMACT-7.6
GM-0.0
GO TO 31

30 WMA-SLOPE*AP(IC)+(1.-F)*WD
WMA-AMIN1(WMA,100.)
RN-RNOG(WMA)
RMACT-RM
GM-RHOU(WMA)

31 VNP-F*RA/(RM-RU)
GU-(GA-VNP*GM)/(1.-VNF)
SSS-(RM-RU)/AP(IC)
RETURN
END

C

C--FIND URANIA WEIGHT DENSITY
FUNCTION RHOU(W)
DATA A1/7.6/,B1/10.96/
RHOU-(100.-W) /(W/A1+(100.-W)/B1)
RETURN
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END
C

C--FIND GADOLINIA WEIGHT DENSITY
FUNCTION RHOG(W)
DATA A1/7.6/,B1/10.96/
RHOG-W/(W/A1+(100.-W)/B1)
RETURN
END

C

C--SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE R FOR NEW STEP.
SUBROUTINE CLCRA(R,RNEW,DT,H,NSTP,TLAPS)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/EEE/ E2,E1
N-0
RR-R
DELT-DT/NSTP
DO 10 I-1,NSTP
N-N+1
XK1--E2*(1.-F*GH(H,RR))
XK2--E2*(1.F*GH(H,RR+DELT*XK1/2.))
XK3--E2*(1.-F*GH(H,RR+DELT*XK2/2.))
XK4--E2*(1.-F*GH(H,RR+DELT*XK3))
RNEW-RR+(DELT/6.)*(XK1+2.*(XK2+XK3)+XK4)
RR-RNEW
IF(RNEW.LT.0.0)C0 TO 100

10 CONTINUE
100 TLAPS-DELT*N

RETURN
END

C

C--FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING G FUNCTION.
FUNCTION GH(H,R)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON B,NCON
COMMON /LINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
EXTERNAL FX3

C

C--FIND UPPER LIMIT
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C (IF R <= 0, SET R TO ZERO AND JUMP OUT, PROTECT ZERODIVIDE)
C

IF(R.GT.0.0)G0 TO 100
GH--9999999.0
RETURN

100 CALL ULM(H,R,XLU)
A(1)-R
A(2)-XLU
A(2)-AMIN1(A(2),B)
CALL SETEPS(H)
IF(R.GE.B)G0 TO 30
CHC-6.*H/PIE
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)GHC-CHC/2.
GH-GHC*GAUSS(FX3,H)
RETURN

30 GH-0.0
RETURN
END

C

C THE NEXT THREE SUBROUTINES FIND THE VALUES FOR EPSILON,
C EPSILON-0, AND EPSILON-1 AS NEEDED FOR THE GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION.
C IF TRANSPARENCY IS INCLUDED, NEWTONS METHOD ROOT FINDING IS USED.
C

SUBROUTINE SETEPS(H)
COMMON /LINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COEF-A(2)-A(1)
COFF-A(2)+A(1)
DO 100 1-1,15
XX-(ZZ(I)*COEF+COFF)/2.
RHS-1.-H*P(XX,A(1))
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)G0 TO 99
GO TO(72,76,76)IDENS

72 EPS(I)-RHS
GO TO 100

76 ARC-1.-RHS
IF(ARG.LE.0.0)ARG-0.0
EPS(I)-1.-SQRT(ARC)
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GO TO 100
99 LESS -.9

IF(I.GT.1)GESS-EPS(I-1)
DO 25 ITER-1,14
OLD-GESS
GO TO(10,20,20)IDENS

10 FE-RHS-GESS-ALOG(GESS)/CTA
FPE--1.-1./(GESS*CTA)
GO TO 21

20 TVAR-2.*APAB*ALOG(APAB/(AA+BE*AP(IC)*GESS))/(AA*BE*AP(IC)*AP(IC))
FE-(GESS-1.)**2-TVAR-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))+RHS-1.
FPE-2.*(GESS-1.)*(1.+1./(GESS*AP(IC)*(AA+BE*AP(IC)*GESS)))

21 GESS-GESS-FE/FPE
IF(GESS.LE.0.0)GESS-1./AOTM6
IF(ABS(GESS-0LD).GT.CONV)G0 TO 25
ENEW-RHS-GESS-ALOG(GESS)/CTA
IF(IDENS.LT.2)G0 TO 24

TVAR-2.*APAB*ALOG(APABRAA+BE*AP(IC)*GESS))/(AA*BE*AP(1C)*AP(IC))
ENEW-(GESS-1.)**2-TVAR-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))+RHS-1.

24 IF(ABS(ENEW).GT.CONV)C0 TO 25
GO TO 30

25 CONTINUE
30 EPS(I) -GESS

IF(IDENS.GT.1)C(I)-AA+BE*EPS(I)*AP(IC)
IF(ITER.GE.14)CALL WARN(1,A(1))

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C

SUBROUTINE SETEPO(H)
COMMON/DEN1/ RA,RU,RM,RMACT,SSS
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON /LINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COEF-A(2)-A(1)
COFF=A(2)+A(1)
DO 100 1=1,15
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XX =(ZZ(I) *COEF +COFF) /2.

GESS-.9
IF(I.GT.1)GESS-EPO(I-1)

IF(IDENS.LT.2)ARG-1.-XX*RA*(PIE+2.)/(8.*RM*AP(IC))
IF(IDENS.GT.1)ARC-XX*RA*(PIE+2.)/(4.*SSS*AP(IC)*AP(IC))
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)G0 TO 99
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)G0 TO 98
IF(ARG.LE.0.0)ARG-0.
EPO(I)-1.-SORT(ARG)
GO TO 100

98 EPO(I)-ARG
GO TO 100

99 DO 25 ITER-1,14
OLD-GESS
GO TO(10,20,20)IDENS

10 FE-ARG-LESS -ALOC(GESS)/CTA
FPE--1.-1./(GESS*CTA)
GO TO 21

20 TVAR-2.*APAB*ALOG(APAB/(AA+BE*AP(IC)*GESS))/(AA*BE*AP(IC)*AP(IC))
FE-(GESS-1.)**2-TVAR-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))-ARG
FPE-2.*(GESS-1.)*(1.+1,/(GESS*AP(IC)*(AA+BE*AP(IC)*GESS)))

21 GESS-GESS-FE/FPE
IF(GESS.LE.0.0)GESS-1./AOTM6
IF(ABS(GESS- OLD).CT.CONV)GO TO 25
ENEW-ARG-CESS-ALOG(GESS)/GTA
IF(IDENS.LT.2)C0 TO 24

TVAR-2.*APAB*ALOG(APAB/(AA+BE*AP(IG)*GESS))/(AA*BE*AP(IG)*AP(IC))
ENEW-(GESS-1.)**2-TVAR-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))-ARG

24 IF(ABS(ENEW).GT.CONV)C0 TO 25
GO TO 30

25 CONTINUE
30 EPO(I)-GESS

IF(ITER.GE.14)CALL WARN(2,A(1))
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C

C

SUBROUTINE SETEP1(T)
GOMMON/DEN1/ RA,RU,RM,RMACT,SSS
COMMON/FEE/ PHII,GSC
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COMMON/GINT/ ZZ(15),WW(15),A(2)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
IF(T.GT.0)G0 TO 99
DO 98 1=1,15

98 EP1(I)-1.
GO TO 800

99 DO 100 1=1,15
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)G0 TO 95
A2-T/TAM
EP1(I)-1.
IF(IDENS.GT.1)G0 TO 75
IF(EPO(I).GT.0.)EP1(I)=1.-(A2/EPO(I))
GO TO 100

75 ABC-A2+(1.-EPO(I))**2
IF(ABC.LE.0.0)G0 TO 100
XNUM-1-SQRT(ABC)
EP1(1)-XNUM/EPO(I)
GO TO 100

95 GESS-.9
IF(I.GT.1)GESS-EP1(I-1)

IF(IDENS.LT.2)RHS=PHII*T*3600.*24.*C(1)/(4.*CSG*RM)
IF(IDENS.GT.1)RHS-PHII*T*3600.*24./(2.*CSG*SSS*AP(IC)*AP(IC))
DO 25 ITER=1,14
OLD=GESS
GO T0(10,20,20)IDENS

10 FE=RHS-CTA*EPO(I)*(1.-GESS)+ALOG(GESS)
FPE-CTA*EPO(I)+1./GESS
GO TO 21

20 TVAR-ALOG((AA+BE*EPO(I)*AP(IC))/(AA+BE*EPO(I)*GESS*AP(IC)))
FE-(EPO(I)*GESS-1.)**2-(EPO(I)-1.)**2-

1 2.*APAB*TVAR/(AA*BE*AP(IC)*AP(IC))-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))-RHS

FPEE-1.+1./(AP(IC)*GESS*EPO(I)*(AA+AP(IC)*BE*EPO(I)*CESS))
FPE-2.*EPO(I)*(EPO(I)*GESS-1.)*FPEE

21 GESS-GESS-FE/FPE
IF(GESS.LE.0.0)GESS=1./(AOTM6*EPO(I))
IF(ABS(GESS-OLD).GT.CONV)G0 TO 25

ENEW-RHS-CTA*EPO(I)*(1.-CESS)+ALOG(CESS)
IF(IDENS.LT.2)G0 TO 24
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TVAR-ALOG((AA+BE*EPO(I)*AP(IC))/(AA+BE*EPO(I)*GESS*AP(IC)))
ENEW-(EPO(I)*GESS-1.)**2-(EPO(I)-1.)**2-
1 2.*APAB*TVARRAA*BE*AP(IC)*AP(IC))-2.*ALOG(GESS)/(AA*AP(IC))-RHS

24 IF(ABS(ENEW).GT.CONV)G0 TO 25
GO TO 30

25 CONTINUE
30 EP1(I)-GESS

IF(ITER.GE.14)CALL WARN(3,A(1))
C GO TO 100
C 20 ABC-T/TAM+(1.-EPO(I))**2
C IF(ABC.LE.0.0)G0 TO 200
C XNUM-1-SORT(ABC)
C EP1(I)-XNUM/EPO(I)
C GO TO 100
C200 EP1(I)-1.
100 CONTINUE
800 IF((IDENS.LT.2).0R.(NTRAN.GT.0))G0 TO 850

DO 810 1-1,15
C(I)-AA+BE*EPO(I)*EP1(I)*AP(IC)

810 CONTINUE
850 RETURN

END
C

C WARN USER THAT THE NEWTONS METHOD MAY NOT BE
C WORKING.

SUBROUTINE WARN(I,R)
CHARACTER*3 PLACE
GO TO(10,20,30)I

10 PLACE-'EPS'
GO TO 40

20 PLACE-'EPO'
GO TO 40

30 PLACE-'EP1'
40 WRITE(*,1) R,PLACE
1 FORMAT(5X,'WHEN R WAS ',F8.4,', NEWTONS METHOD',

*' MAY NOT'/5X,'HAVE CONVERGED IN SUBROUTINE ',A3/)
RETURN
END

C

C--FUNCTION FOR OUTER LIMIT FOR PARTICLES TO EXIST WHEN R>0.0
SUBROUTINE ULM(H,R,XLU)
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COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
XU-10.
XL-R
EXTRA-0.0
IF(NTRAN.GT.0)GO TO 14
IF(IDENS.EQ.1)EXTRA-1./AOTM6-ALOG(AOTM6)/CTA
IF(IDENS.GT.1)EXTRA-(2.*APAB/(AP(IC)*AP(IC)*AA*BE))*

1 ALOG(APAB/(AA+BE*1.0E-06))-2.*ALOG(AOTM6)/(AA*AP(IC))-
2 (1./AOTM6-1.)**2+1.0

14 DO 30 1=1,24
XM-(XU+XL)/2.
FM-P(XM,R)-1./H + EXTRA/H
FU-P(XU,R)-1./H + EXTRA/H
IF(FM*FU)10,40,15

15 XU-XM
GO TO 20

10 XL-XM
20 IF(ABS(XU- XL).LT.1.OE -05)G0 TO 21
30 CONTINUE
21 XLU-(XU+XL)/2.

RETURN
40 XLU-XM

IF(FM.NE.0.0)XLU-XU
RETURN
END

C

C--EVALUATE P FUNCTION.
FUNCTION P(X,R)
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
IF (X.LE.R) GO TO 10
Y- SQRT((X- R) *(X +R))

P-.5*X-R+(R*ASIN(R/X)+Y)/PIE
IF(P.LE.0.0)G0 TO 10
RETURN

10 P-0.0
RETURN
END

C

C-- FUNCTION FOR ABSORPTION IN PARTICLES.
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FUNCTION FX1(RPR,R,H,N)
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
XI-EPS(N)
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)GO TO 10
FX1-RPR*XI*XI*0A(R,RPR)/2.
GO TO 20

10 DEN-1.+C(N)*AP(IC)*XI
FX1-RPR*AP(IC)*C(N)*XI*XI*XI*0A(R,RPR)/(2.*DEN)

20 RETURN
END

C

C-- FUNCTION FOR PARTICLE SHEILDING EFFECT THAT REQUIRES SUBTRACTION
C OF EXCESS PRODUCTION THAT DOES NOT OCCUR.

FUNCTION FX2(RPR,R,H,N)
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COMMON/RP1/ CP1,CP2
XI-EPS(N)
FX2-RPR*XI*XI*XI*(CP1+CP2*XI)*OA(R,RPR)
RETURN
END

C

G-- FUNCTION FOR EVALUATION OF G FUNCTION INTEGRAL.
FUNCTION FX3(RPR,R,H,N)
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
XI-EPS(N)
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)G0 TO 10
FX3-(XI*XI*RPR*ASIN(R/RPR))/R
GO TO 20

10 DEN-R*(1.+C(N)*AP(IC)*XI)
FX3-(C(N)*AP(IC)*XI*XI*XI*RPR*ASIN(R/RPR))/DEN

20 RETURN
END

C

C-- FUNCTION FOR PARTICLE ABSORPTION AFTER CORE GONE.
FUNCTION FX4(RPR,R,T,N)
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COMMON/RADI/ AOTM6,AMTM6,AP(20),IC,C(15),AA,BE,APAB
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COMMON/DENO/ IDENS,WGD,F,NTRAN
X-EPO(N)
Y-EP1(N)
IF(NTRAN.EQ.0)G0 TO 10
FX4-RPR*X*X*Y*Y
CO TO 20

10 DEN-1.+C(N)*AP(IC)*X*Y
Z-X*Y

FX4-RPR*AP(IC)*C(N)*Z*Z*Z/DEN
20 RETURN

END
C

C-- FUNCTION FOR REACTIVITY SUBTRACTION AFTER CORE GONE.
FUNCTION FX5(RPR,R,T,N)
COMMON/EP/ EPS(15),EPO(15),EP1(15)
COMMON/RP2/ D1,02
X-EPO(N)
Y-EP1(N)
Z-X*Y
A-Z*Z*Z*(D1+Z*D2)
FX5-A*RPR
RETURN
END

C

C FUNCTION FOR OUTER LIMIT FOR PARTICLES
C TO EXIST AFTER CENTRAL IS GONE.
C

FUNCTION ULMT(T)
COMMON B,NCON
COMMON/PI/ PIE,P12
COMMON/DEN1/ RA,RU,RM,RMACT,SSS
COMMON/FEE/ PRII,CSG
COMMON/MISC/ TAM,CTA,CONV
X-1.-T/TAM

RUO-2.*PHII*3600.*24.*TAM/((PIE+2.)*CSG*RA)
RRU-X*RUO
ULMT-AMIN1(B,RRU)
RETURN
END

C

C-- I-OMEGA INTEGRAL EVALUATION.
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FUNCTION OMEGA(R,B)
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
IF(B.LE.R) GO TO 10
Z-SQRT((B-R)*(B+R))
OMEGA-B*B-.5*R*R-(B*B*ASIN(R/B)+R*Z)/PIE
RETURN

10 OMEGA-0.0
RETURN
END

C

C--0A IS 2*EQU(2-13)
FUNCTION OA(R,RP)
COMMON/PI/ PIE,PI2
IF (RP.LE.R) GO TO 10
0A-2.'`(1.-ASIN(R/RP)/PIE)
RETURN

10 OA-1.

RETURN
END
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TABLE D-1

Generic inputs used in the Parametric Analysis

Parameter Description Value

KMODE Switch 1

NSTEP Internal Steps within 1

the Runge-Kutta Routine

PHII Thermal Neutron Flux 5x10
13

n/cm
2
-s

WGD Gadolinia Concentration 8.0 w/o Gd203

B Pin Radius 0.5137 cm

DT Time Step 2.0 days

XSNF Macroscopic Production 0.5580 cm
-1

Cross Section for Driver Fuel

SA Macroscopic Absorption Cross 0.403 cm
-1

Section for the Fuel in the
Poison Pins

XSNFP Poison Pin Macroscopic 0.0845 cm
-1

Production Cross Section

PRAT Ratio of the Number of Non- 8.0
Poisoned to Poison Rods in the
Assembly

TMAX Maximum Allowed Burn Duration 800 days

CONV Convergence Criteria for 0.001
Newtons Method Root Finding

SIGGD Microscopic Absorption Cross 49,000 barns
Section for Gadolinium Atoms

SIGOX Microscopic Absorption Cross 0.0027 barns
Section for Oxygen Atoms

SIGU Microscopic Absorption Cross 7.60 barns



* ********* *********** ***** **** *************** *********************************************************************************
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*********************** ******** * ***** ************ ***** * ***** * ********************* * ************* ******************************

COMPUTER MODEL TO CALCULATE REACTIVITY EFFECTS
OF GADOLINIA PARTICLES ON FUEL BUNDLES.

BY K.D. HARTLEY, C.W. LINDENMEIER, AND A.B. ROBINSON

RUN TITLE: RGD3.NT- NO TRANSPARENCY, RAMP DENSITY PARTICLES, 10 MICRONS. (GDBURN3)

************************ ************** ********************* ****************************** ****** ***** **************************
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

*************************************************************** ********************** * ********************** * ********* ********

EXECUTION PARAMETERS

WT. % GADOLINIA: 8.000 FRACTION IN PARTICLES: 0.250 PIN RADIUS (CM): 0.51370 DRIVER NU-SIGMA-F: 0.5580
GAD ROD UO-2 X SECTIONS--> SIGMA-A: 0.40300 NU-SIGMA-F: 0.48750 SIGMA-PROD.: 0.08450

THERMAL FLUX: 5.000000E+13 TIME STEP: 2.000 FUEL PIN TO POISON PIN RATIO: 8.0
MAX NO. OF TIME STEPS: 400 NO. OF STEPS BETWEEN TABULAR OUTPUT: 5 NO. OF STEPS PER PLOT FILE OUTPUT: 1

NO. OF INTERNAL RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS: 1 MAX ALLOWED TIME FOR RUN (DAYS): 800.000
NO. OF SIZES: 1 PARTICLE DENS. FCN.: RAMP- 100% CENTER DENSITY

PARTICLE MICROS(BARNS)--> SIGMA-GD: 49000.00 SIGMA-OX: 0.00027 SIGMA-0: 7.60000
MID-BURN CONV. CRIT. FOR PARTICLE RADIUS: 9.999999E-04

SEPARATE PRODUCTION AND LOSS FOR K-MODEL
PARTICLE TRANSPARENCY EFFECTS HAVE BEEN IGNORED

'7
Di
to

P.1
u-+

<7.



PARTICLE RADIUS
(MICRONS)

10.00

H-PARAMETER GAD. PARTICLE DENSITY PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITY
(CM-1) GRADIENT (GMS/CM"*4) (NO./CC)

1.909910E+02 6.964864E+03 2.902715E+07

DENSITIES:
(CMS/CC)

(00.2)
(00-2 0-3)

TIME
(DAYS)

AVERAGE

9.738754
0.846848

PARTICLE
EFFECT

MID-PARTICLE UNIFORM BACKGROUND

0.000000 10.044065
7.600000 0.635136

UNIFORM CORE RADIUS (CM) RELATIVE REACTIVITIES
W/PARTICLES W/0 PARTICLES W/PARTICLES W/0 PARTICLES

COL.4 - COL.5 DELTA-K
(+1-K)

0.00 0.00000 0.5137000 0.5137000 0.782707 0.782707 0.00000000 0.000
10.00 0.00765 0.4966891 0.4976783 0.785448 0.789065 -0.00361669 -3.617
20.00 0.00751 0.4801676 0.4816567 0.792142 0.795529 -0.00338721 -3.387
30.00 0.00737 0.4636385 0.4656351 0.798922 0.802071 -0.00314867 -3.149
40.00 0.00723 0.4471013 0.4496135 0.805778 0.808679 -0.00290096 -2.901
50.00 0.00709 0.4305557 0.4335918 0.812704 0.815347 -0.00264370 -2.644
60.00 0.00694 0.4140013 0.4175702 0.819696 0.822073 -0.00237656 -2.377
70.00 0.00679 0.3974375 0.4015486 0.826754 0.828854 -0.00209928 -2.099
80.00 0.00663 0.3808638 0.3855270 0.833876 0.835687 -0.00181079 -1.811
90.00 0.00648 0.3642795 0.3695053 0.841062 0.842574 -0.00151122 -1.511
100.00 0.00632 0.3476841 0.3534837 0.848312 0.849511 -0.00119925 -1.199
110.00 0.00615 0.3310768 0.3374621 0.855626 0.856500 -0.00087452 -0.875
120.00 0.00598 0.3144567 0.3214405 0.863005 0.863541 -0.00053585 -0.536
130.00 0.00581 0.2978230 0.3054188 0.870451 0.870634 -0.00018239 -0.182
140.00 0.00563 0.2811745 0.2893972 0.877966 0.877779 0.00018740 0.187
150.00 0.00545 0.2645102 0.2733756 0.885550 0.884976 0.00057423 0.574
160.00 0.00526 0.2478285 0.2573540 0.893208 0.892228 0.00097990 0.980
170.00 0.00506 0.2311279 0.2413324 0.900941 0.899535 0.00140619 1.406
180.00 0.00486 0.2144064 0.2253107 0.908753 0.906898 0.00185513 1.855
190.00 0.00464 0.1976620 0.2092891 0.916647 0.914318 0.00232947 2.329
200.00 0.00442 0.1808919 0.1932675 0.924628 0.921797 0.00283122 2.831
210.00 0.00419 0.1640928 0.1772459 0.932700 0.929336 0.00336468 3.365
220.00 0.00395 0.1472609 0.1612242 0.940870 0.936937 0.00393331 3.933
230.00 0.00369 0.1303909 0.1452026 0.949145 0.944602 0.00454319 4.543
240.00 0.00342 0.1134763 0.1291810 0.957533 0.952333 0.00520015 5.200
250.00 0.00312 0.0965081 0.1131594 0.966046 0.960132 0.00591397 5.914
260.00 0.00280 0.0794739 0.0971377 0.974698 0.968001 0.00669694 6.697
270.00 0.00244 0.0623548 0.0811161 0.983510 0.975943 0.00756752 7.568
280.00 0.00204 0.0451203 0.0650945 0.992517 0.983960 0.00855708 8.557
290.00 0.00155 0.0277122 0.0490729 1.001778 0.992054 0.00972390 9.724
300.00 0.00088 0.0099809 0.0330513 1.011456 1.000230 0.01122665 11.227

PARTICLE EFFECTS AFTER BACKGROUND GAD. HAS BURNED OUT.
(R WAS SET TO ZERO AT 306.000 DAYS)

MAX. ADDITIONAL TIME NEEDED TO BURN PARTICLES; 3.268 DAYS.
UNIFORM CORE W/OUT PARTICLES WILL VANISH AT 320.629 DAYS.

to
YD

P4



306.00 0.00025
308.00 0.00000
310.00 0.00000
312.00 0.00000
314.00 0.00000
316.00 0.00000
318.00 0.00000
320.00 0.00000
322.00 0.00000

0.0000000 0.0234383
0.0000000 0.0202339
0.0000000 0.0170296
0.0000000 0.0138253
0.0000000 0.0106210
0.0000000 0.0074166
0.0000000 0.0042123
0.0000000 0.0010079
0.0000000 0.0000000

1.017164
1.017359
1.017362
1.017362
1.017362
1.017362
1.017362
1.017362
1.017362

1.005175
1.006830
1.008488
1.010150
1.011816
1.013485
1.015158
1.016834
1.017362

0.01198983
0.01052880
0.00887346
0.00721145
0.00554585
0.00387669
0.00220418
0.00052810
0.00000000

11.990
10.529
8.873
7.211
5.546
3.877
2.204
0.528
0.000
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APPENDIX E

Equation Formulations for Transparent Ramp Density Particles

This Appendix presents the detailed formulations of a few of the

more complicated equations required for solving the problem of

transparent ramp density particles. The first order of business is

define the parameter C from Equation 8.6.

4
C =

3
E

a (E-1)

Since the ramp density particles have linearly varying densities

with the particle radius, the use of average number densities over the

particles will simplify the determination of Ea.

c(n) =
4
-,,- (Ea (n) + Ea (n) + Ea (n))
3 Gd U 0

4 r

+ i [ (NGd(n) as + Nu(n) u_ + N0(n) aa0 ]
Gd dU u

The average number density of Gadolinia atoms is given by

In

S (a n') 4ffri'2 dn'

N
Gd

(n)
2 Nav 0

362.5 (4/3) 7n3
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2 Nav S r

a
3n

NGd(n) 362.5 L 4 J

From Equation (4.8),

N
U
(n)

270

gm + gu gm ) n' 1 47r0 dn'
N
av 0

(4/3) ,rn3

3 (gu gm)
Nu(n) = Nav [ gm +

4 a270

The average number density of oxygen atoms is simply

N
av

S 3n N 3

N0(n)
= J [ a

362.5
) + 2 A-1/0- [ gm + gu gm n )

4 a

When all terms are combined, the following result is obtained.

where

(E-2)

(E-3)

c(n) = a + $n (E-4)

4 S 2 gm as 2Saa 4gm as
a = 2N

av
a

as
+ U + 0 + 0

3 (362.5) 3 a 270 362.5 3 a 270 (E-5)
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2 Saa as (gu gm) 3 s cra 2 (gu - gm) oa

# = Nav + U 0 +

326.5 270a 362.5 270 a

Equation (8.21) is solved by applying Equations (E-4) through

(E-6) as follows:

fa 4Cg s (a - n') (1 + cn') dn'
DOW, ra) -

n cn'

DO(r', ra) = 4Cg S

fan

(E-6)

a a
adn'

J
dn'

fi

+ ( a n') dn'
n' (a + On') J (a + n')

Using the integral tables,

n n

De(r', ra) = 4CgS [ e Rn I aifini 1 1 en (a+fin') + an'
n' J

n'2 1

2

, + a a
En (a /n}

2 I a 1 I

En
= 4C S [ an -

[

a
n"

fi a+fing 2
=-
2

Again, define n as follows:

n = ca ; E = n/a

a
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With this substitution,

afi00P(r', ra) = 2Cg Sat e2 2E + 1
22

en
a + Saca2 00

From Equation (4.14)

H -

as
Pn (c)

Do

2 Cg Sat

Combining the last two equations yields the desired result.

HP(r', ra) = (c 1)2
22

afl

00
] 2n [ ge I En (c)

asa2

(E-7)

(E-8)


